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Abstract

In this report, we present an approach to improving the usability of software systems by
means of software architectural decisions. We identify specific connections between aspects
of usability, such as the ability to “undo,” and software architecture. We also formulate each
aspect of usability as a scenario with a characteristic stimulus and response. For every scenario, we provide an architecture pattern that implements its aspect of usability. We then organize the usability scenarios by category. One category presents the benefits of these aspects
of usability to users or their organizations. A second category presents the architecture
mechanisms that directly relate to the aspects of usability. Finally, we present a matrix that
correlates these two categories with the general scenarios that apply to them.
The information in this report can benefit software architecture designers and evaluators.
Evaluators can use the scenarios as a checklist to determine whether a particular architecture
supports necessary usability features. Designers can use the information in three fashions:
1.

The scenarios can serve as a checklist to show whether important usability features have
been considered in the requirements.

2.

The architecture patterns can help guide the designer in supporting the scenarios.

3.

The matrix enables a designer to determine what additional aspects of usability can be
supported for minimal cost, since the necessary mechanisms, at least potentially, are in
place.
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1 Introduction

The goal of this work is to achieve better system usability through design decisions embodied
in the software architecture. These decisions are the most difficult to change as the design
progresses through the life cycle. Hence, understanding the relationship between software
architecture and usability is important to ensure that the system ultimately achieves it.
Equally important, however, is expressing this relationship in terms that can be understood by
both software engineers and usability specialists. Usability specialists determine which aspects of usability are appropriate for a given task or application. Software engineers evaluate
these aspects of usability within the context of the architecture and implement them within
time, cost, performance, availability, security, and other constraints (Figure 1).

Performance

Availability

Security

Usability

System Design

Presentation

Functionality

Architecture

Figure 1. Usability is One Attribute of System Design Among Many
Architecture is one aspect of a system to be designed, as well as the presentation of information and the functionality of the system. Achieving better usability through software architecture is not a new goal. For the last twenty years, both researchers and practitioners have
been concerned with the software architecture design techniques required to support usability.
These techniques have focused on selecting the correct overall system structure, then showing how this structure will deliver the modifiability needed, while still supporting performance and other functionality. A review of these techniques can be found in Chapter 6 of Software Architecture in Practice [Bass 1998].
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The architectures of the 1980s and early 1990s assumed that usability was primarily a property of the presentation of information. Therefore, simply separating the presentation from
the dialog and the application made it easy to modify that presentation after user testing.
However, that assumption proved insufficient to achieve usable systems. A more popular belief in the 1990s was that usability concerns greatly affected system functionality (application) as well as presentation. This new emphasis took away attention from architectural support (beyond separation of presentation and application). Achieving the correct functionality
for a given system became paramount.
It is our observation that even if system presentation and functionality are designed extremely
well, system usability can be greatly compromised if the underlying architecture does not
support human concerns beyond modifiability. Many modifications only come to the fore
after an initial design and implementation. As is well known to software engineers, the later
in the life cycle that a problem is detected, the more expensive it is to fix. Furthermore, the
architectural separation of presentation from application is insufficient to achieve usability
because many usability concerns reach deep into the application, beyond the presentation
layer. Cost and schedule pressures, then, often prevent many modifications from being implemented.
In this report, we take a proactive approach. Specifically, we present a series of connections
between specific aspects of usability, such as the ability for a user to “undo,” and software
architecture. Our contribution is to couple specific aspects of usability and architecture, rather
than attempting to come up with the software architecture that satisfies all aspects of usability. Designers can use this information both to generate solutions to those aspects of usability
required for their systems and to evaluate their systems for specific aspects of usability.
In addition to identifying the connections between aspects of usability and software architecture, we identify “general scenarios” (Section 2) that define those architecturally sensitive
aspects of usability [Bass 2000]. We also categorize these scenarios into a hierarchy of human benefits (Sections 3 and 4) so that the design teams or stakeholders can evaluate their
applicability to the system being constructed. We take a similar approach to architectural
patterns. We provide a hierarchy of architectural mechanisms and then, for each scenario, we
provide an architecture pattern that implements the scenario. We categorize these patterns
according to their appropriate architecture mechanisms (Sections 5 and 6). Finally, we position the scenarios within a matrix of benefits and architecture mechanisms (Section 7).
The architecture patterns we provide will enable usability specialists to evaluate the impact of
the proposed solution on other quality attributes, such as performance, availability, and security. In this way, we hope to give these specialists the tools necessary to decide which aspects
of usability should be included in the beginning of the design process. We also hope to give
software engineers the tools necessary to understand particular aspects of usability and their
impact on total system quality.
2
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Caveats: Collaboration and Ubiquitous Computing
Thus far, we have only applied usability benefit categories for individuals performing tasks
on a desktop computer. However, increasing numbers of systems are being built to support
collaborative groups. As a result, the benefits and general scenarios we describe need to be
re-examined within the context of collaborative applications. In addition, increasing numbers
of systems, such as laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), wearable computers, whiteboards, and other devices are being built to support ubiquitous computing. As a result, the
benefits and general scenarios that we generated need to be reconsidered in non-desktop systems and applications. New general scenarios or benefits that arise in this context also need to
be generated and cataloged. Suggestions are most welcome. This work is being done in an
attempt to understand architectural mechanisms and to categorize software quality attributes.
While it represents our thinking at this point, our ideas may evolve over time.

CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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2 General Usability Scenarios

This section enumerates the usability scenarios that we have identified as being architecturally sensitive. A general usability scenario describes an interaction that some stakeholder
(e.g., end user, developer, system administrator) has with the system under consideration
from a usability point of view.
We generated the list of usability scenarios by surveying the literature, by personal experience, and by asking colleagues [Gram 1996, Newman 1995, Nielsen 1993]. We also screened
the list so that all entries have explicit software architectural implications and solutions. Section 5 provides an architectural pattern that implements each scenario given in this report.

2.1 Aggregating Data
A user may want to perform one or more actions on more than one object. For example, an
Adobe Illustrator user may want to enlarge many lines in a drawing. It could become tedious
to perform these actions one at a time. Furthermore, the specific aggregations of actions or
data that a user wishes to perform cannot be predicted; they result from the requirements of
each task. Systems, therefore, should allow users to select and act upon arbitrary combinations of data.

2.2 Aggregating Commands
A user may want to complete a long-running, multi-step procedure consisting of several
commands. For example, a psychology researcher may wish to execute a batch of commands
on a data file during analysis. It could become tedious to invoke these commands one at a
time, or to provide parameters for each command as it executes. If the computer is unable to
accept the required inputs for this procedure up front, the user will be forced to wait for each
input to be requested. Systems should provide a batch or macro capability to allow users to
aggregate commands.

2.3 Canceling Commands
A user invokes an operation, then no longer wants the operation to be performed. The user
now wants to stop the operation rather than wait for it to complete. It does not matter why the
user launched the operation. The mouse could have slipped. The user could have mistaken
one command for another. The user could have decided to invoke another operation. For
these reasons (and many more), systems should allow users to cancel operations.
CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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2.4 Using Applications Concurrently
A user may want to work with arbitrary combinations of applications concurrently. These
applications may interfere with each other. For example, some versions of IBM ViaVoice and
Microsoft Word contend for control of the cursor with unpredictable results. Systems should
ensure that users can employ multiple applications concurrently without conflict.
(See: Supporting Multiple Activities)

2.5 Checking for Correctness
A user may make an error that he or she does not notice. However, human error is frequently
circumscribed by the structure of the system; the nature of the task at hand, and by predictable perceptual, cognitive, and motor limitations. For example, users often type “hte” instead
of “the” in word processors. The frequency of the word “the” in English and the fact that
“hte” is not an English word, combined with the frequency of typing errors that involve
switching letters typed by alternate hands, make automatically correcting to “the” almost always appropriate. Computer-aided correction becomes both possible and appropriate under
such circumstances. Depending on context, error correction can be enforced directly (e.g.,
automatic text replacement, fields that only accept numbers) or suggested through system
prompts.

2.6 Maintaining Device Independence
A user attempts to install a new device. The device may conflict with other devices already
present in the system. Alternatively, the device may not function in certain specific applications. For example, a microphone that uses the Universal Serial Bus (USB) may fail to function with older sound software. Systems should be designed to reduce the severity and frequency of device conflicts. When device conflicts occur, the system should provide the
information necessary to either solve the problem or seek assistance. (Devices include printers, storage/media, and I/O apparatus.)

2.7 Evaluating the System
A system designer or administrator may be unable to test a system for robustness, correctness, or usability in a systematic fashion. For example, the usability expert on a development
team might want to log test users’ keystrokes, but may not have the facilities to do so. Systems should include test points and data gathering capabilities to facilitate evaluation.

6
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2.8 Recovering from Failure
A system may suddenly stop functioning while a user is working. Such failures might include
a loss of network connectivity or hard drive failure in a user’s PC. In these or other cases,
valuable data or effort may be lost. Users should be provided with the means to reduce the
amount of work lost from system failures.

2.9 Retrieving Forgotten Passwords
A user may forget a password. Retrieving and/or changing it may be difficult or may cause
lapses in security. Systems should provide alternative, secure mechanisms to grant users access. For example, some online stores ask each user for a maiden name, birthday, or the name
of a favorite pet in lieu of a forgotten password.

2.10 Providing Good Help
A user needs help. The user may find, however, that a system’s help procedures do not adapt
adequately to the context. For example, a user’s computer may crash. After rebooting, the
help system automatically opens to a general table of contents rather than to a section on restoring lost data or searching for conflicts. Help content may also lack the depth of information required to address the user’s problem. For example, an operating system’s help area
may contain an entry on customizing the desktop with an image, but may fail to provide a list
of the types of image files that can be used. Help procedures should be context dependent and
sufficiently complete to assist users in solving problems.

2.11 Reusing Information
A user may wish to move data from one part of a system to another. For example, a telemarketer may wish to move a large list of phone numbers from a word processor to a database.
Re-entering this data by hand could be tedious and/or excessively time-consuming. Users
should be provided with automatic (e.g., data propagation) or manual (e.g., cut and paste)
data transports between different parts of a system. When such transports are available and
easy to use, the user’s ability to gain insight through multiple perspectives and/or analysis
techniques will be enhanced.

2.12 Supporting International Use
A user may want to configure an application to communicate in his or her language or according to the norms of his or her culture. For example, a Japanese user may wish to configure the operating system to support a different keyboard layout. However, an application developed in one culture may contain elements that are confusing, offensive, or inappropriate in
another. Systems should be easily configurable for deployment in multiple cultures.

CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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2.13 Leveraging Human Knowledge
People use what they already know when approaching new situations. Such situations may
include using new applications on a familiar platform, a new version of a familiar application, or a new product in an established product line.
New approaches usually bring new functionality or power. When, however, users are unable
to apply what they already know, a corresponding cost in productivity and training time is
incurred. For example, new versions of applications often assign items to different menus or
change their names. As a result, users skilled in the older version are reduced to the level of
novices again, searching menus for the function they know exists.
System designers should strive to develop upgrades that leverage users’ knowledge of prior
systems and allow them to move quickly and efficiently to the new system.

2.14 Modifying Interfaces
Iterative design is the lifeblood of current software development practice, yet a system developer may find it prohibitively difficult to change the user interface of an application to reflect
new functions and/or new presentation desires. System designers should ensure that their user
interfaces can be easily modified.

2.15 Supporting Multiple Activities
Users often need to work on multiple tasks more or less simultaneously (e.g., check mail and
write a paper). A system or its applications should allow the user to switch quickly back and
forth between these tasks.

2.16 Navigating Within a Single View
A user may want to navigate from data visible on-screen to data not currently displayed. For
example, he or she may wish to jump from the letter “A” to the letter “Q” in an online encyclopedia without consulting the table of contents. If the system takes too long to display the
new data or if the user must execute a cumbersome command sequence to arrive at her or his
destination, the user’s time will be wasted. System designers should strive to ensure that users can navigate within a view easily and attempt to keep wait times reasonably short.
(See: Working at the User’s Pace)

8
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2.17 Observing System State
A user may not be presented with the system state data necessary to operate the system (e.g.,
uninformative error messages, no file size given for folders). Alternatively, the system state
may be presented in a way that violates human tolerances (e.g., is presented too quickly for
people to read. See: Working at the User’s Pace). The system state may also be presented in
an unclear fashion, thereby confusing the user. System designers should account for human
needs and capabilities when deciding what aspects of system state to display and how to present them.
A special case of Observing System State occurs when a user is unable to determine the level
of security for data entered into a system. Such experiences may make the user hesitate to use
the system or avoid it altogether.

2.18 Working at the User’s Pace
A system might not accommodate a user’s pace in performing an operation. This may make
the user feel hurried or frustrated. For example, ATMs often beep incessantly when a user
“fails” to insert an envelope in time. Also, Microsoft Word’s scrolling algorithm does not take
system speed into account and becomes unusable on fast systems (the data flies by too
quickly for human comfort). Systems should account for human needs and capabilities when
pacing the stages in an interaction. Systems should also allow users to adjust this pace as
needed.

2.19 Predicting Task Duration
A user may want to work on another task while a system completes a long running operation.
For example, an animator may want to leave the office to make copies or to eat while a computer renders frames. If systems do not provide expected task durations, users will be unable
to make informed decisions about what to do while the computer “works.” Thus, systems
should present expected task durations.

2.20 Supporting Comprehensive Searching
A user wants to search some files or some aspects of those files for various types of content.
For example, a user may wish to search text for a specific string or all movies for a particular
frame. Search capabilities may be inconsistent across different systems and media, thereby
limiting the user’s opportunity to work. Systems should allow users to search data in a comprehensive and consistent manner by relevant criteria.

CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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2.21 Supporting Undo
A user performs an operation, then no longer wants the effect of that operation. For example,
a user may accidentally delete a paragraph in a document and wish to restore it. The system
should allow the user to return to the state before that operation was performed. Furthermore,
it is desirable that the user then be able to undo the prior operation (multi-level undo).

2.22 Working in an Unfamiliar Context
A user needs to work on a problem in a different context. Discrepancies between this new
context and the one the user is accustomed to may interfere with the ability to work. For example, a clerk in business office A wants to post a payment for a customer of business unit B.
Each business unit has a unique user interface, and the clerk has only used unit A’s previously. The clerk may have trouble adapting to business unit B’s interface (same system, unfamiliar context.) Systems should provide a novice (verbose) interface to offer guidance to
users operating in unfamiliar contexts.

2.23 Verifying Resources
An application may fail to verify that necessary resources exist before beginning an operation. This failure may cause errors to occur unexpectedly during execution. For example,
some versions of Adobe PhotoShop may begin to save a file only to run out of disk space
before completing the operation. Applications should verify that all necessary resources are
available before beginning an operation.

2.24 Operating Consistently Across Views
A user may become confused by functional deviations between different views of the same
data. Commands that had been available in one view may become unavailable in another or
may require different access methods. For example, users cannot run a spell check in the
Outline View utility found in a mid-90’s version of Microsoft Word. Systems should make
commands available based on the type and content of a user’s data, rather than the current
view of that data, as long as those operations make sense in the current view.
For example, allowing users to perform operations on individual points in a scatter plot while
viewing the plot at such a magnification that individual points cannot be visually distinguished does not make sense. A naïve user is likely to destroy the underlying data. The system should prevent selection of single points when their density exceeds the resolution of the
screen, and inform the user how to zoom in, access the data in a more detailed view, or otherwise act on single data points.
(See: Providing Good Help and Supporting Visualization)

10
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2.25 Making Views Accessible
Users often want to see data from other viewpoints. For example, a user may wish to see the
outline of a long document and the details of the prose. If certain views become unavailable
in certain modes of operation, or if switching between views is cumbersome, the user’s ability to gain insight through multiple perspectives will be constrained.
(See: Supporting Visualization)

2.26 Supporting Visualization
A user wishes to see data from a different viewpoint. Systems should provide a reasonable set
of task-related views to enhance users’ ability to gain additional insight while solving problems. For example, Microsoft Word provides several views to help users compose documents, including Outline and Page Layout modes.

CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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3 Details of the Usability Benefit Hierarchy

To create usable systems, designers must first ensure that their proposed products provide the
functionality their users actually need to perform work as opposed to the functionality that
the marketing or development team imagines they need. In other words, systems must provide functionality that fits the individual, organizational, and social structure of the work
context. Although specifying and identifying needed functionality are fundamental steps in
the development process, these design phases do not typically involve architectural concerns.
Thus, we will not discuss them here. (We refer readers interested in these issues to Contextual
Design [Beyer 1998].)
Assuming that the functionality needed by a system’s users is correctly identified and specified, the usability of such a system can still be seriously compromised by architectural decisions that hinder or even prevent the required benefits. In extreme cases, the resulting system
can become virtually unusable.
This section organizes and presents scenarios by their usability benefits. We arrived at the
hierarchy of usability benefits presented in Table 1 using a bottom-up process called the affinity process [Beyer 1998]. We took this approach rather than taking an existing definition of
usability and sorting the scenarios into it because it was not clear that architecturally sensitive
scenarios would cover the typical range of usability benefits. However, the resulting hierarchy does not differ significantly from organizations of usability given by other authors [e.g.,
Newman 1995; Nielsen 1993; Shneiderman 1998], and we view this as partial confirmation
that our set of architecturally sensitive scenarios covers, in some sense, the usability space.
Each scenario occurs in one or more positions in the hierarchy.
The entries in this chapter discuss each item of the usability benefit hierarchy. One premise of
this work has been that the design of a system embodies tradeoffs between benefits (usability) and cost (software engineering). Hence in each section, we discuss the appropriate messages for each benefit. This will enable the usability engineer to better argue the potential
benefits of each scenario and the software engineer to know what instrumentation should be
embedded into the system to support the benefit calculations.
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Table 1. Usability Benefits Hierarchy
Increases individual user effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Reduces the impact of routine user errors (slips)
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
Facilitates learning
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Accommodates mistakes
Reduces the impact of system errors
Prevents system errors
Tolerates system errors
Increases user confidence and comfort

3.1 Increases Individual User Effectiveness
If addressed properly, the scenarios included in this category will improve the performance of
individual users. Such increases in productivity, though seemingly small when considered
discretely, can aggregate to produce substantial benefits for an organization as a whole.

3.1.1 Expedites routine performance
In a routine task, a user recognizes a situation, knows what the next goal should be, and
knows what to do to accomplish that goal. No problem-solving is necessary. All that remains
is for the user to recall and execute the commands necessary to complete the task.
When performing routine tasks, even skilled users will become faster but will probably not
develop new methods to complete their tasks [Card 1983]. This is in contrast to a problemsolving or learning situation where the user is likely to discover or learn a new method while
performing a task. (For an example of learning and problem-solving behavior, see nonroutine performance.)
Although users know what to do to accomplish routine tasks, they will still make errors. In
fact, observations of skilled users performing routine tasks reveal that about 20% of a user’s
time may be consumed by making, then recovering from, mistakes. These “routine errors”
result from “slips” in execution (e.g., hitting the wrong key or selecting the menu item next to
the one desired), rather than from a lack of knowledge (i.e., not knowing which command to use).
Slips can never be totally prevented if there are multiple actions available to a user, but some
system designs accommodate these errors more successfully than others.

Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
14
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Routine tasks take time for a user to recognize the situation, recall the next goal and the
method used to accomplish it, and to mentally and/or physically execute the commands to
accomplish the goal. We call the minimum required time to accomplish a task, assuming no
slips, the error-free portion of routine performance.
In practice, the actual performance time is the sum of this minimum time and the time it takes
to make and recover from slips. Systems can be designed to maximize error-free performance
time, thereby reducing time to perform routine tasks and increasing individual effectiveness.

Reduces the impact of routine user errors (slips)
The negative impact of routine user errors can be reduced in two ways. First, since users will
always slip, reducing the number of opportunities for error (roughly corresponding to the
number and difficulty of steps in a given procedure) will usually reduce its occurrence.
Second, systems can be designed to better accommodate user slips by providing adequate
recovery methods.

3.1.2 Improves non-routine performance
In a non-routine task, a user does not know exactly what to do. In this situation, the user may
experiment within the interface by clicking on buttons either randomly or systematically to
observe the effects. The user might guess at actions based on previous experience. He or she
might also use a tutorial, a help system, or documentation. Success in these “weak methods”
of dealing with a new situation can be helped or hindered through system design.

Supports problem-solving
Users employ problem-solving behavior when they do not know exactly what to do. This behavior can be described as a search through a problem space [Newell and Simon 1972].
When confronted with a new problem, people guess at solutions based on previous experience, try things at random to see what happens, or search for the desired effect.
For this discussion, we assume that the user understands the goal of the task (e.g., I would
like to replace all occurrences of “bush” with “shrub”), but the user may have to search
through the system’s available commands to achieve the desired outcome.
Measures of how well a system supports problem-solving include
•

the time it takes to accomplish a novel task

•

the number of incorrect paths the user takes while accomplishing a novel task

•

the type of incorrect paths the user takes while accomplishing a novel task (e.g., paths
that have unforeseen and permanent side effects or benign paths that change nothing but
simply add to the problem-solving time)
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•

the time necessary to recover from incorrect paths (Systems that support UNDO usually
score well on this measure.)

In addition to reducing time spent on incorrect paths, well-designed systems may actually
enhance users’ problem-solving capabilities, further improving productivity.

Facilitates learning
Humans continuously learn as they perform tasks. Even in routine situations, humans continue to speed up with each repetition, eventually reaching a plateau where further improvements in performance become nearly imperceptible. In non-routine situations, people learn by
receiving training, consulting instructions (using a help system, documentation, or asking a
friend), by exploring the system, by applying previous experience to the new situation, and/or
by reasoning based on what they know (or think they know) about a system. They may also
learn by making a mistake, observing that the erroneous action does not produce the desired
result, and by remembering not to perform this action again.
Measures of how well a system supports learning typically include
•

the number of times a task must be performed by a user before it is completed without
error. (Often investigators include a repetition requirement to avoid the “luck” factor; for
example, a user must perform a task n times without error.)

•

the time before a user fulfills the error-free repetition requirement (defined above)

•

incidental learning measures, in which a user first performs a task until some level of
mastery is reached. The user then performs a different task that he or she has not practiced. The problem-solving and learning measures associated with this second task are
measures of incidental learning.

3.1.3 Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of
knowledge (mistakes)
In addition to the errors people make even when they know how to accomplish their tasks
(slips, discussed above), people make errors when they do not know what to do in the current
situation. In a typical scenario, a user does not understand that the current situation differs in
important ways from previously encountered situations, and therefore he or she misapplies
knowledge of procedures that have worked before.1 Errors due to lack of knowledge are
called mistakes.
1
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It is often difficult to distinguish a mistake from an exploratory problem-solving action.
Typically, a mistake is when the user “knows” what to do and is wrong; while problemsolving is when the user doesn’t know what to do and is trying to find the correct way.
Therefore, the difference can only be detected through means other than the observation
of actions – think-aloud protocols or interviews about what a person intended when taking an action, or his or her response when the action does not have the intended result
(which indicates a mistake) typically allow observers to make this distinction. However,
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Design cannot prevent all mistakes, but careful design can prevent some of them. For example, a typical technique to help prevent mistakes is to gray out inapplicable menu items. Since
some mistakes will still occur, systems should also be designed to accommodate them.

Prevents mistakes
The following are typical measures of how well a system helps to prevent mistakes:
•

the number of mistaken actions that a user could make while completing a task

•

the type of mistakes the user could make while accomplishing a task (e.g., paths that have
unforeseen and permanent side effects, or benign paths that change nothing)

(While these measures appear similar to those associated with problem-solving; that case focuses on how well the system guides the user back to the correct path. Preventing mistakes
focuses on how well the system guides the user away from an incorrect path. The difference
is subtle.)

Accommodates mistakes
Since mistakes will occur if the user has the freedom to stray from a correct path, the system
should accommodate these errors. The most telling measures of such accommodation are
•

the degree to which the system can be restored to the state prior to the mistake

•

the time necessary to recover from mistakes (Systems that support UNDO usually score
well on this measure.) This duration includes the time needed to restore all data and resources to the state before the error.

3.2 Reduces the Impact of System Errors
Systems will always operate with some degree of error. Networks will go down, power failures will occur, and applications will contend for resources and conflict. Design cannot prevent all system errors, but careful design can prevent some of them. All systems should be
designed to tolerate system errors. This section differs from section 3.1. “Reduces the impact
of routine user errors” in the source of the error. Here, we address system error, not user error.
The measures stay the same but the object of measurement becomes the system.

3.2.1 Prevents system errors
As with preventing mistakes, the measures associated with preventing system errors are the
number and type of error that occur as a user performs a task.

for architecture design, this distinction is not important; some users may be problemsolving and others making mistakes, but the architecture should support both.
CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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3.2.2 Tolerates system errors
Since system errors will occur, systems should be set up to tolerate them. Again, as with accommodating mistakes, the most telling measures of error tolerance are
•

the degree to which the system state can be restored to the state before the error.

•

the time necessary to recover from errors. This duration includes the time needed to restore all data and resources to the system state before the error.

3.3 Increases User Confidence and Comfort
In the scenarios included in this category, the benefits do not involve users’ efficiency, problem-solving processes, ability to learn, or propensity to make mistakes. The benefits do involve how they feel about the system; for some architectural decisions do facilitate or inhibit
capabilities that increase user confidence and comfort, and this may be of value to an organization. Measures of confidence and comfort are more indirect than the time- and error-based
metrics in the preceding categories, and typically involve questionnaires or interviews, or
analysis of buying behavior (e.g., return customers and referrals).

18
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4 Categorization By Usability Benefit

As stated in Section 3, we organized the general usability scenarios into a hierarchy by benefit to the user. The hierarchy that results was presented in Table 1, is shown again as Table 2.
Table 2. Usability Benefits Hierarchy
Increases individual user effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Reduces the impact of routine user errors (slips)
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
Facilitates learning
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Accommodates mistakes
Reduces the impact of system errors
Prevents system errors
Tolerates system errors
Increases user confidence and comfort
This hierarchy is of benefit as a screening mechanism for the scenario. That is, if you are a
system designer or evaluator, you can characterize the usability requirements for your system
in terms of the categories in the hierarchy. The scenarios that appear are those that may be
necessary to achieve your requirements.
We now enumerate the scenarios again and justify placing the scenarios in particular categories. A single scenario may appear in multiple categories. For example, undo supports routine
performance (correcting slips) but it also supports exploration (the user can always recover
from a test path).
The form of each section is the same. We repeat the scenario and present its entry in the benefit hierarchy. We then provide a brief argument that justifies the scenarios placement in the
hierarchy.
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4.1 Aggregating Data
A user may want to perform one or more actions on more than one object. For example, an
Adobe Illustrator user may want to enlarge many lines in a drawing. It could become tedious
to perform these actions one at a time. Furthermore, the specific aggregations of actions or
data that a user wishes to perform cannot be predicted; they result from the requirements of
each task. Systems, therefore, should allow users to select and act upon arbitrary combinations of data.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual user effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Data aggregation makes the system rather than the user responsible for iteration. This often
saves time, thereby accelerating routing performance [Bhavnani 2000].
Increases individual user effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Operating on aggregates usually requires fewer human actions (e.g., typing, mouse movements) than working on each member of the aggregate in turn. Since performing more actions
introduces more opportunities for error, the presence of data aggregation functionality can
prevent slips [Miller 1987]. Some opportunities for error still exist, however, and errors
committed on aggregates can be “larger” in a sense. For instance, if you change a Microsoft
Word style to italic when you intended to enter bold, you have changed text throughout the
document instead of only in one place. Still, aggregation functionality may facilitate recovery
from such mistakes, so error analysis might be useful to understand the tradeoffs particular to
a given system. Generally, the benefits of supporting aggregation far outweigh the risks.
Increases individual user effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes (Dependant on Search)
When working with aggregates, a robust search system can help accommodate user mistakes.
In particular, a user may forget the members of an aggregate. To accommodate such errors,
the user must be able to search by aggregate. Other mistakes can be accommodated by enabling the system to search by the criteria that users employed to create aggregates (type,
modification date, etc.).

4.2 Aggregating Commands
A user may want to complete a long-running, multi-step procedure consisting of several
commands. For example, a psychology researcher may wish to execute a batch of commands
a data file during analysis. It could become tedious to invoke these commands one at a time,
20
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or to provide parameters for each command as it executes. If the computer is unable to accept
the required inputs for this procedure up front, the user will be forced to wait for each input to
be requested. Systems should provide a batch or macro capability to allow users to aggregate
commands.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion
The ability to aggregate commands enhances routine performance by allowing users to work
on multiple tasks at the same time. For example, a user can get coffee while the computer
prints a queue of documents. (This is an aggregation of individual print commands.)
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
Executing a macro, batch, or script requires fewer human actions (e.g., typing, mouse movements) than executing commands in turn. Since performing more actions introduces more
opportunities for error, the presence of command aggregation functionality can prevent slips.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Executing a macro, batch, or script requires little thought and presents fewer opportunities for
user mistakes than applying commands one by one in sequence. Thus, once the macro or
script is written, tested, and debugged, subsequent use of that macro or script will be virtually
error-free. Analogous to the problem with aggregation of data, there is the danger of producing an incorrect macro or script that will have far reaching consequences, but the potential for
benefit provided by this capability usually far outweighs the potential for damage.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes (Dependent on Search)
When working with command aggregates, a robust search system can help accommodate user
mistakes. In particular, a user may forget the name of the macro or script. The forgetting of
the name of the macro or script is a trade-off with forgetting the elements included in the
macro or script. To accommodate the forgetting of the name of the macro or script, the user
must be able to search by whatever criteria users might employ (content, type of file it works
on, modification date, etc.) to create command aggregates.
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4.3 Canceling Commands
A user invokes an operation, then no longer wants the operation to be performed. The user
now wants to stop the operation rather than wait for it to complete. It does not matter why the
user launched the operation. The mouse could have slipped. The user could have mistaken
one command for another. The user could have decided to invoke another operation. For
these reasons (and many more), systems should allow users to cancel operations.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
Cancellation reduces the impact of slips by allowing users to revoke accidental commands.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
Cancellation facilitates problem-solving by allowing users to apply commands and explore
without fear, because they can always abort their actions.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes
Cancellation accommodates user mistakes by allowing users to abort commands they invoke
through lack of knowledge.
Reduces the impact of system errors
Tolerates system errors
Cancellation helps users tolerate system error by allowing users to abort commands that
aren’t working properly (for example, a user cancels a download because the network is
jammed).

4.4 Using Applications Concurrently
A user may want to work with arbitrary combinations of applications concurrently. These
applications may interfere with each other. For example, some versions of IBM ViaVoice and
Microsoft Word contend for control of the cursor with unpredictable results. Systems should
ensure that users can employ multiple applications concurrently without conflict.
(See: Supporting Multiple Activities)
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Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion
When applications interfere with each other, they disrupt routine performance. Also, when
systems are designed to support concurrent applications, users may switch more easily from
task to task or work on several tasks at the same time.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
Interfering applications may inhibit a user’s ability to solve problems. A user may take an
action while exploring a path that has an unintended and undesirable result because of an application interaction, rather than because the action itself was incorrect. This may cause the
user to abandon paths of exploration that would have led to solutions.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
When applications interfere with each other, users may learn superstitious behavior. For example, a user may think that a system crash was caused by a personal mistake, when in fact
two applications interfered with each other.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Application interference is an instance of a system error. Systems that are designed to support
concurrent applications prevent this problem.

4.5 Checking for Correctness
A user may make an error that he or she does not notice. However, human error is frequently
circumscribed by the structure of the system, the nature of the task at hand, and by predictable perceptual, cognitive, and motor limitations. For example, users often type “hte” instead
of “the” in word processors. The frequency of the word “the” in English and the fact that
“hte” is not an English word, combined with the frequency of typing errors that involve
switching letters typed by alternate hands, make automatically correcting to “the” almost always appropriate. Computer-aided correction becomes both possible and appropriate in such
cases. Depending on context, error correction can be enforced directly (e.g., automatic text
replacement, fields that only accept numbers) or suggested through system prompts.
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Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
When systems are designed to correct very predictable slips (e.g., typing “hte” instead of
“the”), the effects of user slips can be reduced.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
Since undetected human errors can lead users down paths in the problem space that have
nothing to do with solutions, correctness checking can help keep users on a more contextappropriate and direct path when problem-solving.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
As described above, undetected human errors can lead users down paths in the problem space
that have nothing to do with solutions. Correctness checking can help keep users on a more
context appropriate and direct path when problem solving. Direct paths are easier to learn.
Furthermore, a system that corrects errors and informs users of their mistakes can facilitate
learning by providing additional feedback, and sometimes even the correct answer. For example, a person can learn the correct spelling of a word from a spell checker.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
When systems are designed to correct errors, user mistakes can be prevented. For example, a
system could ensure that only certain numerals are entered into the ID search field of a
document.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes
As with slips, when systems are designed to correct errors, the effects of user mistakes can be
reduced. Finding and fixing mistakes also can be much easier. For instance, a user can spell a
word by guessing, use the automatically generated suggestions of a spell-checker to find the
correct spelling, and insert it.
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4.6 Maintaining Device Independence
A user attempts to install a new device. The device may conflict with other devices already
present in the system. Alternatively, the device may not function in certain specific applications. For example, a microphone that uses the Universal Serial Bus (USB) may fail to function with older sound software. Systems should be designed to reduce the severity and frequency of device conflicts. When device conflicts occur, the system should provide the
information necessary to either solve the problem or seek assistance. (Devices include printers, storage/media, and I/O apparatus.)

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error–free portion of routine performance
If the user swaps peripherals frequently, (for example, swapping a CD-ROM drive for a 3.5”
drive) then device independence will accelerate routine performance.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
If a user encounters an unfamiliar or undesirable device in an occasional situation, device
independence will allow the user easily to switch to a more familiar or desirable device. For
example, a user with Repetitive Stress Injury may have a special keyboard. If it can be transported and installed to any system easily, the user will be able to type anywhere.
Reduces impact of system errors
Prevents system errors
Device errors are system errors. Systems that are designed to support multiple, independent
devices prevent these errors from occurring.

4.7 Evaluating the System
A system designer or administrator may be unable to test a system for robustness, correctness, or usability in a systematic fashion. For example, the usability expert on a development
team might want to log test users’ keystrokes, but may not have the facilities to do so. Systems should include test points and data gathering capabilities to facilitate evaluation.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
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Testing is a routine part of programming. Systems that are easy to evaluate are easier to test.
This, in turn, can accelerate the routine performance of software developers.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
When testing uncovers a bug, software developers must problem-solve. Systems that are easy
to evaluate enable programmers quickly to see the results of the changes they make at various
checkpoints.

4.8 Recovering from Failure
A system may suddenly stop functioning while a user is working. Such failures might include
a loss of network connectivity or hard drive failure in a user’s PC. In these or other cases,
valuable data or effort may be lost. Users should be provided with the means to reduce the
amount of work lost from system failures.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Reduces impact of system errors
Tolerates system errors
System failure is the most extreme case of system error. Though systems that support failure
recovery are no less prone to failure, they at least help users tolerate such mishaps by facilitating data restoration.

4.9 Retrieving Forgotten Passwords
A user may forget a password. Retrieving and/or changing it may be difficult or may cause
lapses in security. Systems should provide alternative, secure mechanisms to grant users access. For example, some online stores ask each user for a maiden name, birthday, or the name
of a favorite pet in lieu of a forgotten password.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes
When users forget passwords, they lack the knowledge to access their accounts in the normal
way. Providing alternative methods of entering protected sites, or means to retrieve forgotten
passwords, helps to accommodate such errors.
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4.10 Providing Good Help
A user needs help. The user may find, however, that a system’s help procedures do not adapt
adequately to the context. For example, a user’s computer may crash. After rebooting, the
help system automatically opens to a general table of contents rather than to a section on restoring lost data or searching for conflicts. Help content may also lack the depth of information required to address the user’s problem. For example, an operating system’s help area
may contain an entry on customizing the desktop with an image, but may fail to provide a list
of the types of image files that can be used. Help procedures should be context dependent and
sufficiently complete to assist users in solving problems.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
Feedback is essential to human problem-solving. Thus, users may solve problems more effectively by seeking additional feedback from context dependent help systems. If the help is
correct, understandable, and delivered in the right context, it can simply tell the user what to
do to solve the problem.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
As with problem solving, feedback is an essential component of human learning processes.
Users may learn more effectively by seeking additional feedback from context–dependent
help systems. If the help is correct, understandable, and delivered in the right context, the
user can learn the correct concept or procedure from the help material.

4.11 Reusing Information
A user may wish to move data from one part of a system to another. For example, a telemarketer may wish to move a large list of phone numbers from a word processor to a database.
Re-entering this data by hand could be tedious and/or excessively time-consuming. Users
should be provided with automatic (e.g., data propagation) or manual (e.g., cut and paste)
data transports between different parts of a system. When such transports are available and
easy to use, the user’s ability to gain insight through multiple perspectives and/or analysis
techniques will be enhanced.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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In most cases, it is more efficient for systems to transport information from place to place
than it is for users to re-enter this information by hand. Thus, systems that support information reuse accelerate routine performance.
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
Automatic data transportation and/or re-entry require fewer human actions (e.g., typing,
mouse movements) than re-entering data by hand. Since performing more actions introduces
more opportunities for error, systems that support information reuse can prevent slips.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
When users can import and export data from one place to another easily, they may try different applications to gain additional insight while solving problems. For example, a user may
export data from a traditional text–based statistics application to a data visualization application. Thus, systems that support information reuse facilitate problem-solving.

4.12 Supporting International Use
A user may want to configure an application to communicate in his or her language or according to the norms of his or her culture. For example, a Japanese user may wish to configure the operating system to support a different keyboard layout. However, an application developed in one culture may contain elements that are confusing, offensive, or inappropriate in
another. Systems should be easily configurable for deployment in multiple cultures.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Systems that support internationalization accelerate users’ performance by allowing them to
communicate with the system in the language that they know best.
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
Systems that support internationalization help accommodate users’ slips by presenting error
messages in the language that they know best.
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Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem-solving
Systems that support internationalization facilitate problem-solving by allowing users to receive feedback from the system in the language that they know best.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
Systems that support internationalization facilitate learning by allowing users to receive feedback from the system in the language that they know best.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Systems that support internationalization help users avoid linguistic mistakes by allowing
them to communicate with the system in the language that they know best.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes
Systems that support internationalization help accommodate user mistakes by presenting error messages in the language that they know best. Incomprehensible error messages can
compound existing misunderstanding.
Increases confidence and comfort
Being able to communicate with a system in the language that a user knows best reduces
frustration and increases user satisfaction by affirming the importance of the user’s national
or cultural identify.

4.13 Leveraging Human Knowledge
People use what they already know when approaching new situations. Such situations may
include using new applications on a familiar platform, a new version of a familiar application, or a new product in an established product line.
New approaches usually bring new functionality or power. When, however, users are unable
to apply what they already know, a corresponding cost in productivity and training time is
incurred. For example, new versions of applications often assign items to different menus or
change their names. As a result, users skilled in the older version are reduced to the level of
novices again, searching menus for the function they know exists.
CMU/SEI-2001-TR-005
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System designers should strive to develop upgrades that leverage users’ knowledge of prior
systems and allow them to move quickly and efficiently to the new system.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Leveraging human knowledge can directly benefit both software developers and users. For
example, reusing the code for a search engine’s interface leverages the end-user’s knowledge
of how to use the search engine. At the same time, it reduces the amount of new code that has
to be written.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
When problem solving, users first apply the methods that they have used successfully in
other parts of a system. By leveraging human knowledge, designers increase the likelihood
that a user’s early explorations will be effective.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
By leveraging human knowledge, designers reduce the amount of information that users must
acquire to operate their systems. Thus, users can devote their time to learning more advanced
techniques, techniques that match their interests. The quality of their learning is therefore
increased.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
If the system is designed so that old methods are recognized as legitimate (rather than as “errors”), leveraging human knowledge can prevent errors. It is not necessary for the new system to react the same way as the old system did. Rather, the system could be designed to do
something sensible with old methods (for example., bring up context sensitive help that directs the user to the new way of accomplishing the goal). Thus, using old methods becomes a
learning opportunity rather than an “error” from which the user must recover.

4.14 Modifying Interfaces
Iterative design is the lifeblood of current software development practice, yet a system developer may find it prohibitively difficult to change the user interface of an application to reflect
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new functions and/or new presentation desires. System designers should ensure that their user
interfaces can be easily modified.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Developers must routinely modify the appearance and functionality of visual interfaces. Systems that reduce the overhead involved in making such changes accelerate the routine performance of programmers.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of routine user errors (slips)
Accommodates mistakes
The need to modify a user interface can arise from a lack of knowledge on the part of the development team regarding user needs and expectations. In such cases, systems that reduce the
overhead involved in making interface changes help to reduce the impact of mistakes.

4.15 Supporting Multiple Activities
Users often need to work on multiple tasks more or less simultaneously (e.g., check mail and
write a paper). A system or its applications should allow the user to switch quickly back and
forth between these tasks.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
During the course of routine work, users may want to tackle several tasks at once, or to open
several applications concurrently to complete a single task. Users may also wish to work on a
different task while waiting for the computer to complete an operation. For example, a user
may want to read email while a Web page loads. Systems that support multiple activities facilitate and increase routine performance.

4.16 Navigating Within a Single View
A user may want to navigate from data visible on-screen to data not currently displayed. For
example, he or she may wish to jump from the letter “A” to the letter “Q” in an online encyclopedia without consulting the table of contents. If the system takes too long to display the
new data or if the user must execute a cumbersome command sequence to arrive at her or his
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destination, the user’s time will be wasted. System designers should strive to ensure that users can navigate within a view easily and attempt to keep wait times reasonably short.
(See: Working at the User’s Pace)

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
This is a ubiquitous routine activity in complex computer systems with data sets of any size
(e.g., a paper more than a page long, a spreadsheet larger than the screen). Making such navigation possible, easy, and fast, speeds routine performance of almost any task.

4.17 Observing System State
A user may not be presented with the system state data necessary to operate the system (e.g.,
uninformative error messages, no file size given for folders). Alternatively, the system state
may be presented in a way that violates human tolerances (e.g., is presented too quickly for
people to read. See: Working at the User’s Pace). The system state may also be presented in
an unclear fashion, thereby confusing the user. System designers should account for human
needs and capabilities when deciding what aspects of system state to display and how to present them.
A special case of Observing System State occurs when a user is unable to determine the level
of security for data entered into a system. Such experiences may make the user hesitate to use
the system or avoid it altogether.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
When the inevitable slip happens, if the system state is readily and easily observed, the user
will know how to correct the slip before continuing further down an incorrect path.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
Human problem-solving depends on knowledge of current state (where you are), the goal
state (where you want to be), and awareness of the range of available actions. Thus, being
able to observe the current system state is central to the process of problem solving.
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Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
Learning correct actions depends on knowing the system state when the action produced a
desired response. Thus, if the system state is obscured or unobservable, the user’s ability to
learn will be inhibited.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
A common type of mistake occurs when a user applies knowledge and procedures appropriate
to one system state to a different, inappropriate, system state. Making the system state easily
available to users reduces the likelihood of this type of mistake.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes
If the system state is readily and easily observed, the user will know how to correct the mistake before continuing further down an incorrect path.
Increases confidence and comfort
This applies to the special case of the user being unable to determine the level of security for
data entered into a system. Such experiences may make the user hesitate to use the system or
avoid it altogether. Thus, systems that prominently display security policies and security levels (both of which are features of system state) increase user confidence and comfort.

4.18 Working at the User’s Pace
A system might not accommodate a user’s pace in performing an operation. This may make
the user feel hurried or frustrated. For example, ATMs often beep incessantly when a user
“fails” to insert an envelope in time. Also, Microsoft Word’s scrolling algorithm does not take
system speed into account and becomes unusable on fast systems (the data flies by too
quickly for human comfort). Systems should account for human needs and capabilities when
pacing the stages in an interaction. Systems should also allow users to adjust this pace as
needed.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
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Systems that move either too slowly or too swiftly (as in the scrolling example above) interfere with routine performance. The user may actually change to a less-efficient method to
work around the pace mismatch.
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
Systems that move too quickly may push users to, or past, their perceptual limits and increase
the likelihood of slips. For example, scrollbars that do not take system speed into account
may move too quickly on fast systems and cause users to make errors when navigating
documents.
Increases confidence and comfort
Even in cases where errors are not introduced, systems that do not support pace tolerance
may make users feel frustrated or hurried.

4.19 Predicting Task Duration
A user may want to work on another task while a system completes a long running operation.
For example, an animator may want to leave the office to make copies or to eat while a computer renders frames. If systems do not provide expected task durations, users will be unable
to make informed decisions about what to do while the computer “works.” Thus, systems
should present expected task durations.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
If performing long tasks is part of routine performance, allowing the user to do other things
instead of waiting accelerates overall performance.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
If the system accurately predicts the time it will take to accomplish an operation, the user will
not assume that inactivity indicates that the system is “hung.” Thus, the user will not make
the mistake of canceling the operation or rebooting the machine.
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4.20 Supporting Comprehensive Searching
A user wants to search some files or some aspects of those files for various types of content.
For example, a user may wish to search text for a specific string or all movies for a particular
frame. Search capabilities may be inconsistent across different systems and media, thereby
limiting the user’s opportunity to work. Systems should allow users to search data in a comprehensive and consistent manner by relevant criteria.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
During routine work, using a search feature is often more efficient than perusing a large
amount of material. Thus, systems that support search accelerate routine performance.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
People solve problems more easily if the path to success is straightforward. Systems that
support search can facilitate problem-solving by helping users stay on track. For example,
users often employ searches in online help systems to find relevant information.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
People learn more easily if the path to success is straightforward. Systems that support search
can facilitate learning by helping users stay on track. (See example above.)
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
Automated searching is much more accurate than visually searching a lot of material. Therefore, supporting search prevents mistakes attributed to overlooking a target item.

4.21 Supporting Undo
A user performs an operation, then no longer wants the effect of that operation. For example,
a user may accidentally delete a paragraph in a document and wish to restore it. The system
should allow the user to return to the state before that operation was performed. Furthermore,
it is desirable that the user then be able to undo the prior operation (multi-level undo).
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Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Reduces impact of slips
Undo reduces the impact of user slips by allowing users to return to the state prior to any accidental actions.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
Undo facilitates problem-solving by allowing users to apply commands and explore without
fear, because they can always return to the previous state.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Accommodates mistakes
Undo accommodates user mistakes by allowing users to return to the state prior to any
accidental actions.

4.22 Working in an Unfamiliar Context
A user needs to work on a problem in a different context. Discrepancies between this new
context and the accustomed one may interfere with the user’s ability to work. For example, a
clerk in business office A wants to post a payment for a customer of business unit B. Each
business unit has a unique user interface, and the clerk has only used unit A’s previously. The
clerk may have trouble adapting to business unit B’s interface (same system, unfamiliar context). Systems should provide a novice (verbose) interface to offer guidance to users operating in unfamiliar contexts.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
A novice or verbose interface can support problem-solving by giving the user the additional
or enhanced feedback needed to consider various options.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
36
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A novice or verbose interface can give the user additional or enhanced feedback. This information will increase the user’s knowledge and reduce the likelihood of mistakes.

4.23 Verifying Resources
An application may fail to verify that necessary resources exist before beginning an operation. This failure may cause errors to occur unexpectedly during execution. For example,
some versions of Adobe PhotoShop may begin to save a file only to run out of disk space
before completing the operation. Applications should verify that all necessary resources are
available before beginning an operation.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
Routine performance can be compromised if a system wastes the user’s time by invoking a
sequence of actions that cannot be completed. Systems that verify resources sidestep this
problem.
Reduces impact of system errors
Prevents system errors
Some system errors result when one or more components or applications vie for a given resource. Systems that verify resources avoid this problem.

4.24 Operating Consistently Across Views
A user may become confused by functional deviations between different views of the same
data. Commands that had been available in one view may become unavailable in another or
may require different access methods. For example, users cannot run a spell check in the
Outline View utility found in a mid-90’s version of Microsoft Word. Systems should make
commands available based on the type and content of a user’s data, rather than the current
view of that data, as long as those operations make sense in the current view.
For example, allowing users to perform operations on individual points in a scatter plot while
viewing the plot at such a magnification that individual points cannot be visually distinguished does not make sense. A naïve user is likely to destroy the underlying data. The system should prevent selection of single points when their density exceeds the resolution of the
screen, and inform the user how to zoom in, access the data in a more detailed view, or otherwise act on single data points.
(See: Providing Good Help and Supporting Visualization)
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Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
If all views in an application afford the same operations, routine performance will be enhanced; users will no longer need to navigate to a specific view to perform some action.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
When problem solving, users first apply the methods that they have used successfully in
other parts of a system. By making all views operate consistently, designers increase the likelihood that a user’s early explorations in a given view will be effective, thereby enhancing the
user’s ability to solve problems.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Facilitates learning
By making all views operate consistently, designers reduce the amount of information that a
user must learn to operate a given system.
Increases individual effectiveness
Reduces the impact of user errors caused by lack of knowledge (mistakes)
Prevents mistakes
When faced with a new or infrequently used view, users will attempt to apply the methods
that have been successful with other parts of the system. When discrepancies between the
operations afforded by different views are reduced, the likelihood that users will make such
mis-application mistakes is also reduced.

4.25 Making Views Accessible
A user may want to see data from another point of view. For example, a user may wish to see
the outline of a long document and the details of the prose. If certain views become unavailable in certain modes of operation, or if switching between views is cumbersome, the user’s
ability to gain insight through multiple perspectives will be constrained.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Expedites routine performance
Accelerates error-free portion of routine performance
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If users cannot easily and consistently switch from one view to another in an application and
switching is frequently needed to do the task, routine performance will be compromised.
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
If switching between views is easy and fast, users are more likely to look at their work from
different viewpoints and may gain additional insight while solving problems. Thus, systems
that make views accessible enhance problem-solving.

4.26 Supporting Visualization
A user wishes to see data from a different viewpoint. Systems should provide a reasonable set
of task-related views to enhance users’ ability to gain additional insight while solving problems. For example, Microsoft Word provides several views to help users compose documents, including Outline and Page Layout modes.

Allocation to Benefit Hierarchy
Increases individual effectiveness
Improves non-routine performance
Supports problem solving
Users can employ multiple views to gain additional insight while solving problems. These
multiple perspectives can effectively increase both the quality and quantity of the feedback
the user receives. Thus, systems that support visualization enhance problem solving.
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5 Software Engineering Hierarchy

This chapter gives the software engineering hierarchy and describes the software engineering
mechanisms used in the list of usability scenarios. The hierarchy, in brief, is given in Table 3
and each mechanism listed is described in subsequent sections.
Table 3.

Software Engineering Hierarchy

Separation

-

Encapsulation of function
Data from commands
Data from the view of that data

Authoring from execution
Replication

-

Data
Commands

Indirection

-

Data
Function

Recording
Preemptive scheduling
Models

-

Task
User
System

An item that affects the range of these mechanisms is how broadly they are shared. That is, a
mechanism that is embedded in the infrastructure and available to any application is more far
reaching than a mechanism that is kept within a single application or within a set of applications. We do not capture this range consideration within the description of the mechanisms.
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5.1 Separation
Separation is a standard engineering technique for dealing with complicated problems. It involves breaking a complicated problem into two or more distinct portions, solving each portion and then unifying the solution. The success of this technique depends on the difficulty of
the unification. If the concerns addressed by each element of the decomposed problem are
truly different, then the unification is simple. If not, a large amount of communication between the distinct portions is required to solve the total problem, and the separation technique
may have been incorrect. The term coupling is used to describe the amount of communication
and cooperation necessary to unify the two separated portions. Low coupling indicates that
the separation is achieving the goal of making the total problem easier to solve. High coupling indicates that the separation is not achieving that goal.
The essence of separation, then, is to choose portions of the problem that deal with different
concerns. The following specific mechanisms describe different portions that may be separated. We begin by describing encapsulation of function. All of the forms of separation we
identify actually encapsulate function, but we reserve the term to describe other forms of
separation than separation of data from command, data from the view of data, and authoring
from execution.

5.1.1 Encapsulation of function
Encapsulation is probably the most basic software engineering mechanism. It means enclosing functionality within a module, exposing only what is necessary to achieve that functionality, and returning results. Everything else is hidden within the module. This is separation
because the encapsulated functionality is separated from other functionality. Encapsulation
enables a developer to modify the algorithms within the module without changing other portions of the system.

5.1.2 Data from commands
Separating data from function is a mechanism that allows a number of distinct commands to
be performed on a set of data, or a single command to be performed on a number of distinct
data sets. When using this mechanism, the data (or sets of data) are encapsulated separately
from the command or commands. The commands are user-specified commands (or maybe
abbreviations or aggregations of user commands). This mechanism is most appropriate when
either the set of commands or the set of data are dynamic. That is, the data being operated on
by the commands may be highly changeable and the set of commands that the user can specify may be highly changeable.

5.1.3 Data from the view of that data
Separating data from the view of that data is a mechanism that allows distinct perspectives to
be placed on a set of data. The data is itself encapsulated into an area with various access and
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modification functions, as above. The description of how a user might wish to see that data is
also maintained as a distinct collection. It specifies items such as units, language, filters for
data items, methods for combined data items, style sheets, and so forth. Separating the data
from a description of the view of that data allows different users to express different preferences, allows data to be hidden from certain users, and allows users to view the data differently depending on the platform they are currently using.

5.1.4 Authoring from execution
Separation of the authoring of a specification of an action from the execution of that specification is a basic element of all software development. This separation is an example of the
separation of concerns in that the support necessary for authoring a specification is distinct
from the support necessary to interact with the result of an execution of that specification. We
are interested in a much more restrictive meaning of this separation. We are interested in the
aspect of authoring that allows an end user to specify the behavior of a software system
within that system. This may be as simple as choosing settings on a menu or as complicated
as using a scripting language. The specification may also persist across executions of the
system or it may exist for only the current execution. The specification may also be a schedule of particular activities to executed after terminating the current execution.
Authoring incurs a cost in human behavior. That is, it takes time and effort. Any analysis of
the costs and benefits of allowing the end user to author behavior should consider the cost of
authoring as well as the benefits that result.

5.2 Replication
Replication is the mechanism of having duplicate copies or variants within the software system of some entity. This entity can be data or it can be function. The general reasons why one
would replicate either data or function are to increase performance, to increase reliability, or
to provide alternative routes for the achievement of a particular result.

5.2.1 Data
Replication maintains data in several different locations within the system. This reason for
the replication is sometimes to increase performance and sometimes to increase availability.
One instance of this mechanism for the purpose of improving performance is to cache data in
the same structure in several different locations with different access times. For example, a
web page may be cached on a local machine to decrease retrieval time from the Internet. Another form of this mechanism is to maintain the data in different structures. For example,
large data sets are often maintained with index files that speed up the searching process. One
form of this mechanism to improve availability is the saving of state for the purpose of restarting a system in the event of failure.
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Regardless of the reason for replication, whenever the same data is found in two locations it
is necessary to maintain consistency. That is, regardless of where it is accessed, the data
should be the same. There are a variety of schemes that maintain consistency; the important
point is to ensure consistency whenever replication is used.

5.2.2 Commands
Commands are replicated in order to provide for multiple user interfaces to achieve the same
functionality. These user interfaces could be remote versus local, or it could be that alternative paths are available for an end user to achieve a desired functionality. In any case, different commands may be available to achieve the same goal.

5.3 Indirection
Indirection is the interposition of an intermediary between either data or control accesses. In
either case, indirection is another mechanism intended to reduce the coupling between distinct elements.

5.3.1 Data
We will use the terms “data producer” and “data consumer” to describe the data indirection
mechanism. A direct connection would have the data producer providing the data directly to
the data consumer(s). This means that there is a tight coupling between the data producer and
the data consumer(s) and that either knowledge of the consumer is embedded in the producer
or vice versa. Either type of knowledge means that the addition or deletion of a data consumer will affect the data producer (or vice versa). By interposing a registration mechanism
the coupling can be reduced.
The registration mechanism works by providing a separate component to distribute the data.
A consumer would register with the distribution manager that it is interested in a particular
data item and a producer would register with the distribution manager that it produces a particular data item. The registration process can be done either at specification time or at execution time. Both the consumer and producer of data have a direct relationship with the distribution manager but not with each other. A new consumer can be added or removed by
informing the distribution manager, while the producer remains unaffected.

5.3.2 Function
Indirection consists of putting an intermediary function between various alternative methods
of accomplishing a particular service. Terms such as a “virtual device,” a “virtual tool kit,” a
“strategy pattern,” and a “factory pattern” describe this mechanism. Binding between the
service requester and the alternative service provider service may be done before or at execution time. In any case, the service requester uses a single interface to interact with the func44
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tion indirection manager, and the function indirection manager translates the information received specifically for the alternative chosen.

5.4 Recording
This mechanism records system state periodically for further use. Some of the variables that
are dependent upon the particular application of the mechanism are
•

the frequency with which the state is recorded

•

the actual state recorded

•

the use to which the recorded state is put

•

the persistence of the data recorded. Some applications require that the state is recorded
in persistent storage; others require that it be recorded in volatile storage.

•

the consistency of the data recorded. In some cases, the data will be consistent because
the application interrupts its other activities in order to record data. In other cases, consistency of the data may not matter. In still other cases, a transaction type mechanism
may be required in order to guarantee data consistency.

5.5 Preemptive Scheduling
Scheduling is the mechanism whereby resources are assigned to activities within the computer system. The types of resources may be physical, such as memory, central processing
unit, input/output peripherals; or they may be logical, such as queues, flags, or other entities.
In general, scheduling can be done on a preemptive or a non-preemptive basis. That is, once
an activity has a resource, it may have the resource taken away (preemptive) or it may keep
that resource until it voluntarily yields it (non-preemptive). Within these two broad categories are a variety of scheduling mechanisms. The choice of a particular mechanism for a particular resource is based on several considerations including the type of resource, maximizing utilization of the resource, minimizing waiting time for the resource, and priority of one
task over another. Measures of a scheduling mechanism include utilization of the resource,
worst-case waiting time, average waiting time, and so forth.
Preemptive scheduling allows the software system to have multiple simultaneous activities.
In fact, the activities are not simultaneous when examined at a tiny time scale (measured in
terms of microseconds) but they appear simultaneous when examined at a larger time scale
(measured in terms of 10s of milliseconds). The term thread refers to a logical sequence of
activities within the computer system. At any point in time, a thread is either active (consuming the processor resource) or blocked (waiting for a resource or for some input). Having
multiple simultaneous activities is expressed as having multiple threads. Having multiple
threads is most often accomplished (although not exclusively) by using a preemptive processor scheduling strategy.
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5.6 Models
The mechanism of keeping a model within the system allows the model to be used for prediction. Different models can predict different types of items. Each model requires various
types of input to accomplish its prediction. Clearly identifying the models that the system
uses to predict either its own behavior or the user’s intention enables designers to tailor and
modify those models either dynamically or off-line during development.

5.6.1 Task
In this case, the model maintained is that of the task. The model of the task is used to determine context so the system can have some idea of what the user is attempting to accomplish
and can provide various kinds of assistance.

5.6.2 User
In this case, the model maintained is of the user. The model determines the user’s knowledge
of the system, the user’s behavior in terms of expected response time, and other aspects that
are specific to a user or a class of users.

5.6.3 System
In this case, the model maintained is that of the system. The model determines the expected
behavior of the system so that appropriate feedback can be given to the user. The model of
the system predicts items such as the time needed to complete current activity.
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6 Architectural Patterns and Categorization

This chapter presents an architectural pattern for each of the general usability scenarios and
places each scenario into the software engineering hierarchy. These patterns do not represent
the only possibility for implementing the scenarios. Rather, they present one pattern and discuss many of the issues associated with its implementation. Thus, an architect may find these
patterns useful even if they are not adopted.

6.1

Aggregating Data

A user may want to perform one or more actions on more than one object. For example, an
Adobe Illustrator user may want to enlarge many lines in a drawing. It could become tedious
to perform these actions one at a time. Furthermore, the specific aggregations of actions or
data that a user wishes to perform cannot be predicted; they result from the requirements of
each task. Systems, therefore, should allow users to select and act upon arbitrary combinations of data.

6.1.1

Pattern

The module view of an architecture pattern for this scenario is shown in Figure 2.
Grouping
Manager

User Visible
Application

Command
Manager

Key:

Command
Processor
Data Flow

Figure 2. Aggregation of Data Architecture Pattern
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This pattern has the following components.
The command manager. This component manages the commands that the user generates. A
command has an action and one or more subjects that either provide input or accept output from the command. Feedback about the command is generated by the command
manager and passed to the presentation. (The output generated by the command is outside of the scope of this scenario.) There are three types of commands. Some commands
are independent of groups and group management. These commands are passed directly
to the command processor and executed. These commands are outside of the scope of
this scenario. A second type of command is concerned with the management of groups –
creating a group, adding data to a group, removing data from a group, or deleting a
group. These commands are passed to the grouping manager. A third type of command is
an action in which one or more of the subjects is a group. This type of command is either
passed to the grouping manager or the command processor. The situations where it is
passed to one or the other are discussed below.
The grouping manager. This component manages the definition of groups and the addition
and deletion of data items from a group. It should, at a minimum, support commands that
create and delete groups, and add to and delete from groups. Both data points and other
groups should be able to be added and deleted from groups. In the case described below,
the grouping manager controls the iteration of commands through the command processor. It accesses the user-visible data and presents groups to support group editing commands.
User-visible application data. This component provides access to the application data that is
visible to the user. The data may reside in a single repository (as we have displayed in
Figure 2) or it may be distributed through a collection of components. In any case, the
application data visible to the user is available both to those components that control data
presentation and those that manipulate the data.
There are two options for applying a command to a group, iteration and embedded grouping.
Iteration describes the case in which the particular command operates on single arguments. In
this case, the grouping manager manages the application of the command to a group. The
grouping manager repeatedly invokes the correct command processor on each item in the
group. This option assumes that applying a command to a group means applying the command to each element of the group.
The second option is embedded grouping. In this case, the command processor understands
groups and can directly operate on a group. The command and its arguments (including the
grouped arguments) are sent directly to the command processor. The grouping manager must
make available the group elements to the command processor. This can be done synchronously by having the command processor query the grouping manager upon receiving the
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command, or it can be done asynchronously by having the group identification and the group
members recorded in a location available to the command processors.

6.1.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from Commands
In order to allow both the grouping manager and the command processor to manipulate the
same data, this data must be kept separate from both components. Such separation also allows presentation commands to read the same data that the grouping manager and command
processor manipulate.
Separation
Authoring from Execution
Users author commands for use on aggregates by issuing them to the command manager, but
the grouping manager controls iteration in such cases by generating a new set of commands
(based on the user’s input) and issuing them in sequence to the command processor. Thus, the
user’s command authoring is kept separate from its execution.

6.2

Aggregating Commands

A user may want to complete a long-running, multi-step procedure consisting of several
commands. For example, a psychology researcher may wish to execute a batch of commands
on a data file during analysis. It could become tedious to invoke these commands one at a
time, or to provide parameters for each command as it executes. If the computer is unable to
accept the required inputs for this procedure up front, the user will be forced to wait for each
input to be requested. Systems should provide a batch or macro capability to allow users to
aggregate commands.

6.2.1

Pattern

The logical view of an architecture pattern for the authoring portion of this scenario is shown
in Figure 3, next page.
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Presentation

Authoring
Editor

Command
Manager

Command
Processor

Key:
Data

Figure 3. Authoring of Aggregation of Commands Architecture Pattern
There are two possibilities for authoring aggregates of commands. The first possibility is to
have a separate editor that supports this authoring. In this case, the relevant components are
the command manager and the authoring component. The command manager recognizes invocation of the authoring editor and those commands that are intended for the authoring editor. The editor creates and stores the aggregated commands. Feedback to the user is through
the presentation component. The following items must be specified: Where should output
generated during the execution of the aggregated commands be written, and where does input
come from that normally would be provided by the user synchronously during execution?
The second architecture possibility is to author by demonstration. That is, the user executes
the commands that are desired synchronously. The authoring editor monitors those commands and saves them as an aggregated set that can be subsequently invoked. These aggregated commands are usually edited prior to final saving for execution. In this case, the command manager must communicate the commands both to the command processor for
execution and to the authoring editor for inclusion in the aggregate. The authoring editor and
the command processor may communicate if additional information about parameters or data
must be saved in the aggregated command. We do not display this communication since it
may not be necessary.
The execution of the aggregates can also be explained using Figure 3. In this case, the user
invokes the aggregated command. The command manager must communicate with the
authoring editor to retrieve the aggregated command. (This could be as simple as retrieving it
from a file where the authoring editor has stored it.) This necessity for communication is the
source of the data flow from the authoring editor to the command manager. The command
manager then sends the commands one at a time to the command processor. The command
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manager must be informed of the source of any required synchronous user input and the destination of any generated error messages.

6.2.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Authoring from Execution
Users specify aggregates by authoring them in the authoring editor. Since the command manager controls the execution of the commands, authoring and execution are separated.
Replication
Commands
More than one set of aggregated commands might be applied by a user to achieve the same
goals. Commands are effectively replicated in this case.
Recording
In systems where demonstration is used to specify command aggregates (e.g., macros in Microsoft Word), the authoring editor must be able to record the user’s actions.

6.3

Canceling Command

A user invokes an operation, then no longer wants the operation to be performed. The user
now wants to stop the operation rather than wait for it to complete. It does not matter why the
user launched the operation. The mouse could have slipped. The user could have mistaken
one command for another. The user could have decided to invoke another operation. For
these reasons (and many more), systems should allow users to cancel operations.

6.3.1

Pattern

We first present the module view that enumerates the components involved and their responsibilities. We then present a sequence chart that shows how the components interact.
Figure 4 presents the module view of the cancellation architectural style. It has the following
components together with their responsibilities. (Note that these functions may or may not be
implemented as separate software components, such as classes or threads.)
1. Activity Component. Activity components perform the activities that may be cancelled.
They must cooperate with the controller to provide information about the resource that they
use and their collaborations. They must also have a mechanism for retaining sufficient information about the system state be able to restore that state at any time. The mechanism will be
exercised by the cancellation component but the active components must prepare resources
so that the cancellation component can, in fact, exercise the mechanisms.
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2. Cancellation Listener. This component listens for the user to request canceling the active
components. It must inform the user that it has received the cancellation request. It then
informs the cancellation controller. If necessary, it may spawn a new thread to control the
operation of the cancellation component.
3. Cancellation Controller. This component can terminate the active thread, return the persistent resources to their state prior to invoking the active components, release nonpreemptable resources, provide feedback to the user about progress and the result of the cancellation, and inform collaborating components of the termination of the active thread. It is
responsible for gathering information about the resources used by the active components and
the collaborating components.
4. Collaborators. These components are responsible for receiving information about the termination of the active components.

Cancellation
Listener
• Listen for user cancel request
• Inform user of receipt of request
• Inform cancellation controller

Activity
Components
• Cooperative with cancellation
controller to provide resource
and collaboration information
• Have mechanism for preserving
state of system prior to invocation

Collaborators

Cancellation
Controller
• Terminate active thread
• Release resources
• Return system to prior state
• Give user progress report
• Inform collaborators of
termination

Data Flow

• Be receptive to information
about the termination of activity
components

Figure 4. Module View of Cancellation Architecture Pattern
Figure 5, next page, shows a representation of the threads of this pattern. The following logically distinct threads of activity exist, although they may be implemented together.
•

The listener thread. This thread interacts with the user. It provides the user with a means
to indicate what is to be cancelled.

•

The cancellation control thread. This thread manages the cancellation activities. It must
be independent from the active thread.

•

The active thread. This is the running thread that the user wishes to cancel. The activities
running under the control of the active thread are those that are to be cancelled.
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•

The collaborating processes thread. This may be a collection of threads but we model it as a
single thread. This thread manages those processes that collaborate with the active thread.

Threads
Listener

Cancellation
Listener

Cancellation
Control

Cancellation
Control

Kill
Inform

Active

Active
Component

Collaborating
Processes

Collaborating
Components

Key:
Thread of Control
Component
Figure 5. Cancellation Pattern - Thread View
We will now describe how these threads interact. The user sends a cancellation stimulus to
the cancellation listener component running in the listener thread. This thread then provides
feedback to the user that the cancel request has been received, and lets the cancellation controller know that it should carry out that the cancel activity.
The cancellation controller is a thread that executes the cancellation. The active thread should
not be expected to listen for a cancel request since it may be blocked for some reason or it
may be in an infinite loop. The cancellation component carries out four activities:
1. Terminate the active thread.
2. Inform the user of the progress and results of the cancellation.
3. Return the system to its state prior to the invocation of the active thread. This involves
a. restoring any persistent resources to their state prior to the invocation of the active
thread
b. releasing non–preemptive resources acquired by the active thread
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4. Inform threads collaborating with the active thread that it has been terminated.
The first of these is straightforward. Presumably, the thread control mechanisms of the operating system permit terminating a thread. The second activity is also straightforward. The
user should be informed of both the progress and the results of the cancellation. The third
activity (returning to prior state) requires that the cancellation controller be aware of the
mechanisms for restoring persistent resources to their states prior to invoking the active
thread. For example, operating system resources may need to be reallocated, files may need
to be restored, network connections may need to be re-established, etc. The cancellation controller must also be aware of the resources acquired by the active components, and these resources must be freed. This awareness can be achieved by a variety of mechanisms. The activity components can report resources acquired to the cancellation controller, the
cancellation controller can intercept requests for resources, or the various resource managers
can provide this information to the cancellation controller.
The fourth activity (informing collaborating threads) also requires knowledge on the part of
the cancellation controller. The cancellation controller must be informed of collaborations,
either synchronization or data communication, that the active thread has with other threads.
The controller doesn’t necessarily need to be informed of the state of these collaborations; it
can simply inform each of the collaborating threads of the termination of the active thread.
Then it becomes the responsibility of the collaborating threads to perform the correct actions,
including providing information to the user about the progress and results of these cancellation requests. This can be complicated. It depends on the type of collaboration and the extent
to which the collaborating components depend on the completion of the active components.
One possibility is to treat the information as a cancellation request for the collaborating components. In this case, a recursive use of the pattern will achieve the desired results. Other
types of collaborations may not require cancellation. In any case, a decision must be made as
to the desired result after the collaboration components have been informed of the cancellation of the active components.

6.3.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Preemptive Scheduling
To adequately implement cancellation, the cancellation listener and cancellation controller
must occupy independent threads.
Models
System
After a command has been cancelled, the system must consult an explicit model of itself in
order to predict state restoration time and to report progress.
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Recording
The cancellation component must record its initial state so that the system can be returned to
the state prior to the invocation of the cancelled components.

6.4

Using Applications Concurrently

A user may want to work with arbitrary combinations of applications concurrently. These
applications may interfere with each other. For example, some versions of IBM ViaVoice and
Microsoft Word contend for control of the cursor with unpredictable results. Systems should
ensure that users can employ multiple applications concurrently without conflict.
(See: Supporting Multiple Activities).

6.4.1

Pattern

Figure 6 gives a module view of a possible pattern.
Applications
Request necessary
resources
Have strategy if
resources not available

Resource
Manager
Manage system-side
resources
Adjudicate conflicting
requests

Key:
Data Flow
Component

Figure 6. Module View of Concurrent Application Use
This pattern describes a system resource manager that applications must use to get shared
resources such as the cursor or memory. The applications are responsible for requesting necessary resources from this resource manager and then querying for state of shared resources
when they are being used. The resource manager adjudicates conflicting requests for resources and manages all system resources, whether sharable or only serially usable.

6.4.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
The resource manager is kept separate from other applications.
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Models
System
The resource manager maintains an explicit model of the system to track resources and their
consumers.

6.5

Checking for Correctness

A user may make an error that he or she does not notice. However, human error is frequently
circumscribed by the structure of the system; the nature of the task at hand, and by predictable perceptual, cognitive, and motor limitations. For example, users often type “hte” instead
of “the” in word processors. The frequency of the word “the” in English and the fact that
“hte” is not an English word, combined with the frequency of typing errors that involve
switching letters typed by alternate hands, make automatically correcting to “the” almost always appropriate. Computer-aided correction becomes both possible and appropriate under
such circumstances. Depending on context, error correction can be enforced directly (e.g.,
automatic text replacement, fields that only accept numbers) or suggested through prompts.

6.5.1

Pattern

Figure 7 gives a module view of an architecture pattern for a correctness checker. The application data is maintained separately from the application so that it is accessible to the correctness checker. The correctness checker maintains a model of the correct input so that it can
determine when a potential error occurs. In the sample pattern, it reports this error to the user
through the presentation. There may be cases when errors are automatically corrected.
Active
Application

Correctness
Checker

Presentation

Application
Data

Key:
Data Flow

Figure 7. Correctness
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This figure assumes that the active application and the correctness checker operate on different threads of control. In this way, error detection can be done without user input. It also can
be done asynchronously, although this is not displayed in the module view.

6.5.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from Commands
When the correctness checker and the data operate independently, a variety of different
checking mechanisms can be turned on or off without affecting the data itself.
Preemptive Scheduling
Correctness must be checked while the user performs operations. This requires an independent thread.
Mode
Task
Systems can employ a model of the task to identify when, what, and how to correct. For example, knowing that sentences usually start with capital letters would allow an application to
correct a lower case letter that begins a sentence.
Models
User
Systems can employ a model of the user to identify when, what, and how to correct. For example, a model of human typing is used to know that “teh” is a common mistyping of “the.”
Models
System
A system can employ a model of itself to identify when, what, and how to correct. For example, knowing which toolbar buttons are adjacent might help the system conclude that a user
hit the wrong button when a tool selection doesn’t make sense according to context.

6.6

Maintaining Device Independence

A user attempts to install a new device. The device may conflict with other devices already
present in the system. Alternatively, the device may not function in certain specific applications. For example, a microphone that uses the Universal Serial Bus (USB) may fail to function with older sound software. Systems should be designed to reduce the severity and frequency of device conflicts. When device conflicts occur, the system should provide the
information necessary to either solve the problem or seek assistance. (Devices include printers, storage/media, and I/O apparatus.)
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6.6.1

Pattern

Figure 8 shows a module view of a virtual device layer. Applications access physical devices
through a virtual device that defines and abstracts how the devices should be controlled. The
virtual device layer accesses devices through physical device drivers that do the actual control. The virtual device layer translates the virtual device into the various physical devices.
This assumes that a collection of device types has been defined and that virtual device layers
exist for each category of device types.
APPLICATION

VIRTUAL
DEVICE

Physical Device
Driver 1

Physical Device
Driver N

Figure 8. Virtual Device Layer

6.6.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Indirection
Function
Commands for interacting with various devices can be abstracted. Such indirection hides distinctions between physical devices by providing an encapsulated virtual device interface.
Models
System
The system can maintain a model of itself based on data from the virtual device interface to
identify and track device conflicts and to provide the information needed to resolve them.

6.7

Evaluating the System

A system designer or administrator may be unable to test a system for robustness, correctness, or usability in a systematic fashion. For example, the usability expert on a development
team might want to log test users’ keystrokes, but may not have the facilities to do so. Systems should include test points and data gathering capabilities to facilitate evaluation.
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6.7.1

Pattern

Figure 9 shows the module view of a data-recording mechanism. This module provides a
means for recording any data of interest. Recorded data may include keystrokes, errors, user
commands, or any other data of interest.
Module with
Data to Record

Data Recorder

Figure 9. Data Recording
There should be tools that can access the recorded data and provide a variety of different
analyses, such as examining the data for patterns of errors, user confusion, or critical incidents. The analysis tools associated with the recording of data are not shown.

6.7.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Indirection
Data
When evaluating a system, test data may need to “masquerade” as user data for simulation
purposes. Data indirection can be used to facilitate this process.
Recording
The data recorder records the data needed to analyze the results of test cases and other
evaluations.

6.8

Recovering from Failure

A system may suddenly stop functioning while a user is working. Such failures might include
a loss of network connectivity or hard drive failure in a user’s PC. In these or other cases,
valuable data or effort may be lost. Users should be provided with the means to reduce the
amount of work lost from system failures.
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Checkpoint
Synchronization

Component to
be Checkpointed

Component to
be Checkpointed

Key:
Control Flow

Figure 10. Perform Checkpoint

6.8.1

Pattern

There are elaborate mechanisms to automatically recover from failures that involve redundant
computations. These mechanisms are intended to reduce down time for systems that require
high availability. We here describe a mechanism that is intended to apply in situations in
which the availability requirement is less stringent.
The mechanism maintains periodic checkpoints of application state. That is, the data necessary for the application to execute is recorded when the system is in a consistent state. The
system then has a restart mode in which it reads the recorded data and resumes computation
from the last state recorded. Figure 10 above shows the key components. Each component is
responsible for checking its data and restoring its state from the checked data. This can be
done individually by the components or globally through a data repository or some mixture.
The important aspect is that the checked data be consistent. This is the role of the checkpoint
synchronizer. It informs the components that maintain application data when it is time for a
checkpoint and ensures that this action is performed with consistent data.

6.8.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Recording
The checkpoint synchronizer informs components to record all relevant data to minimize loss
in the event of failure.
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6.9

Retrieving Forgotten Passwords

A user may forget a password. Retrieving and/or changing it may be difficult or may cause
lapses in security. Systems should provide alternative, secure mechanisms to grant users access. For example, some online stores ask each user for a maiden name, birthday, or the name
of a favorite pet in lieu of a forgotten password.

6.9.1

Pattern

The key element of the pattern is to have authentication encapsulated. There are a variety of
policies and mechanisms that can be used for authentication. These include secret questions,
mailing a new password to a previously authenticated mail address, and biologically-based
mechanisms such as finger print recognition or retinal scan. The policy and mechanism to be
used depends on the level of security to be implemented and the context of use. All data relating to authentication should be stored using encryption so the information is not available
if the storage media is compromised.

6.9.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
The authentication component must be encapsulated and passwords encrypted to prevent security breaches if the media that stores it becomes compromised.

6.10

Providing Good Help

A user needs help. The user may find, however, that a system’s help procedures do not adapt
adequately to the context. For example, a user’s computer may crash. After rebooting, the
help system automatically opens to a general table of contents rather than to a section on restoring lost data or searching for conflicts. Help content may also lack the depth of information required to address the user’s problem. For example, an operating system’s help area
may contain an entry on customizing the desktop with an image, but may fail to provide a list
of the types of image files that can be used. Help procedures should be context dependent and
sufficiently complete to assist users in solving problems.

6.10.1

Pattern

In the pattern, we focus on achieving context dependency. The content and verboseness of the
help messages is not an architectural issue. Having context dependent help requires two types
of knowledge: knowledge of what the user wishes to do and knowledge of the current state of
the system. Knowledge of the current state of the system can be gathered explicitly. Knowledge of what the user wishes to do, however, must be inferred. This inference comes from
what the user has already done, the current system state, and a model of the tasks the user
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might wish to do. The task model should be separated from other functions of the system,
since it is likely to change as it is refined. In other words, there should be an explicit task
model developed that supports context dependent help.
Figure 11 presents the pattern. The context determiner is responsible for determining the current context so that the help system can show the correct information. The system state provides input to the context determiner without specifying its source. Finally, the task model is
a separate encapsulated component, for the reasons we have already mentioned. We do not
show the run-time interactions, but there are two cases. If the context dependent help is
automatically invoked, it should run in a thread that is separate from the thread of the user
activity. If context dependent help depends on user invocation, then its thread structure can be
synchronous with the user’s request.

Task Model

System State

Context
Determiner

Presentation

Help System

Figure 11. Context Dependent Help

6.10.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Preemptive Scheduling
If a system is to offer help automatically when a user is in trouble, the system must support
scheduling; the help system and context determiner will occupy an independent thread.
Models
Task
A model of the task can be used to determine what help information to present first when either the user requests help or the help system determines that the user is in trouble.
Models
User
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Models
User
A model of the user can be used to determine what level of help to provide and how likely the
user is to encounter problems (i.e., is the user a novice or an expert?). This model can also
help determine what information to present.

6.11

Reusing Information

A user may wish to move data from one part of a system to another. For example, a telemarketer may wish to move a large list of phone numbers from a word processor to a database.
Re-entering this data by hand could be tedious and/or excessively time-consuming. Users
should be provided with automatic (e.g., data propagation) or manual (e.g., cut and paste)
data transports between different parts of a system. When such transports are available and
easy to use, the user’s ability to gain insight through multiple perspectives and/or analysis
techniques will be enhanced.

6.11.1

Pattern

Figure 12 shows the components that implement information reuse. The interpretation and
persistence of these components, however, depend on the type of information reuse being
implemented. We discuss two cases, automatic and manual.
If manual cut and paste is being implemented, then the user (somehow) indicates the data to
be transferred. This data is, typically, available on the display, so the information source is the
presentation component. The information is then placed in the information reuse repository.
Finally, the user indicates the sink for the data and the data is passed to the source as if it
were input data. One key to cut and paste is to maintain type information about the data. The
source provides the type of the data being transferred and the sink indicates whether it can
accept data of that type. If not, then a type conversion must be made between the type of the
data at the source and an acceptable type at the sink. Usually, system-wide conventions concerning type have been established so the source and sink can accommodate the same types.
If automatic data propagation is being implemented, then type information is again a crucial
element. In this case, the information reuse repository is maintained as a blackboard. The
sink(s) register interest in items of a particular data type. The source publishes current information of the particular data type. For example, if the sink is a form that wants to know the
user name, any component of the system that knows it places that name in the repository.
When the sink is invoked, it registers for the user name and the current name is given to the
sink.
The type of information used in data propagation is far richer than the type used in cut and
paste. A name, for example, in cut and paste can be treated as a sequence of letters. In data
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propagation, the name should be identified as “proper name” or some other type. Usually, a
data dictionary is defined that enumerates all the valid types known to the information reuse
repository.

Information
Sources

Information
Sink

Information
Reuse Repository

Key:
Data Flow

Figure 12. Information Reuse

6.11.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Indirection
Data
The information reuse repository acts as an indirection intermediary by separating the data
producer and consumer.

6.12

Supporting International Use

A user may want to configure an application to communicate in his or her language or according to the norms of his or her culture. For example, a Japanese user may wish to configure the operating system to support a different keyboard layout. However, an application developed in one culture may contain elements that are confusing, offensive, or otherwise
inappropriate in another. Systems should be easily configurable for deployment in multiple
cultures

6.12.1

Pattern

Figure 13 gives the module view of the pattern. Some of the complications are screen real
estate management, screen painting, and deployment strategy.
Screen real estate management
The same phrase in different languages may require a different amount of characters even
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when the languages utilize the same alphabet. Thus, screen layout may be different in different languages. One technique for managing this is to have a template supply the screen layout. This template would be interpreted at runtime by the presentation component. The template is accessible through the customization component.
Screen painting
Different languages may use a different order of painting. Latin-based languages are read
from left to right. Hebrew and Arabic languages are read right to left. Some Oriental languages are read top to bottom. It is the responsibility of the presentation component to paint
the screen and retrieve input in the correct fashion for the current user.
Deployment strategy
The architect must decide whether to have a single deployment support multiple languages
(such as an ATM machine) or whether each deployed system only supports a single language
(such as software intended for use within an office where the users’ language is known). If a
single deployment supports multiple languages, all of the language dictionaries must be present and the presentation must decide on the layout at runtime. This decision is made based on
the user’s identity or expressed preference. If a single deployment only supports one language then only the dictionary for that language needs to be present, and different versions of
the presentation component can be created.
Language/
Dialect Specific
Dictionaries

Functional
Portion of
Applications

Presentation
Component

Customization
Specifications

Key:
Data Flow

Figure 13. Internationalization
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6.12.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from view of data
By separating the core data of a system from the view of that data, the presentation component can map user-visible data into a form that is linguistically and culturally appropriate.
Models
User
The presentation component accesses user-supplied customization specifications to configure
itself appropriately. These specifications model the user.

6.13

Leveraging Human Knowledge

People use what they already know when approaching new situations. Such situations may
include using new applications on a familiar platform, a new version of a familiar application, or a new product in an established product line.
New approaches usually bring new functionality or power. When, however, users are unable
to apply what they already know, a corresponding cost in productivity and training time is
incurred. For example, new versions of applications often assign items to different menus or
change their names. As a result, users skilled in the older version are reduced to the level of
novices again, searching menus for the function they know exists.
System designers should strive to develop upgrades that leverage users’ knowledge of prior
systems and allow them to move quickly and efficiently to the new system.

6.13.1

Pattern

There are two facets to this scenario. One facet is platform standards. The user can apply
knowledge from one application when using another. The second facet is to have multiple
interfaces when making substantive changes to an application. The user can then choose an
interface. We discuss these in turn.

Platform standards
The essence of maintaining platform standards is to separate the look and feel of an application or command from the functional aspects of that command. There can then be libraries
that implement a standard look and feel for a particular platform. The approach to this separation is discussed in the scenario “Modifying Interfaces.”
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Multiple interfaces
Figure 13 gives a module view of maintaining multiple interfaces for the purpose of supporting internationalization. Having multiple interfaces for the purpose of backward compatibility can be viewed as simultaneously supporting two languages. One difference is that the
two interfaces may not support exactly the same set of commands. This structure will support
the case where the commands available through the new interface are a superset of the commands available through the old.

6.13.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
Toolkits and libraries are encapsulated to embody the standards and the Application Programming Interface (API) of a given platform.
Separation
Data from view
By separating the core data of a system from the view of that data, multiple interfaces can be
offered to facilitate the transition from one version of a product to another.

6.14

Modifying Interfaces

Iterative design process is the lifeblood of current software development practice, yet a system developer may find it prohibitively difficult to change the user interface of an application
to reflect new functions and/or new presentation desires. System designers should ensure that
their user interfaces can be easily modified.

6.14.1

Pattern

Two basic techniques to support modifiability are indirection (both data and control) and encapsulation (information hiding) of coherent computations. Data indirection techniques include repositories and publish/subscribe. Control indirection techniques include virtual machines. This is too complicated a topic to be easily summarized here. See Chapter 6 of
Software Architecture in Practice for a discussion of several user interface reference models
[Bass 1998].
To support modifiability, the architect should enumerate a list of likely change scenarios and
ensure that the architecture will support them.

6.14.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
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Encapsulating all user interface functionality away from the core of the system (“Everything
Else”) allows designers to modify the user interface more easily.
Indirection
Function
The use of an intermediary such as the dialogue manager in the Seeheim Model or the Control in the PAC model is indirection of function. These models are discussed in Chapter 6 of
Software Architecture in Practice [Bass 1998].
Indirection
Data
Indirection of data refers to the separation of application data from the view of that data. It
occurs in virtually all of the models discussed in Chapter 6 of Software Architecture in Practice [Bass 1998].

6.15

Supporting Multiple Activities

Users often need to work on multiple tasks more or less simultaneously (e.g., check mail and
write a paper). A system or its applications should allow the user to switch quickly back and
forth between these tasks.

6.15.1

Pattern

The operating system should provide for independent threads of control and for context
changes between one thread and another. One problem arises because the operating system
must know what an application considers its context. Thus, key bindings as shortcuts may
differ from application to application, and the current key bindings should always reflect the
active application. Applications should register items so they can be saved and restored when
a context switch is made.

6.15.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
The context saver separates application specific environment data like key bindings from the
applications themselves.
Preemptive Scheduling
Systems that support multiple threads allow for robust, fast context switching.
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6.16

Navigating Within a Single View

A user may want to navigate from data visible on-screen to data not currently displayed. For
example, he or she may wish to jump from the letter “A” to the letter “Q” in an online encyclopedia without consulting the table of contents. If the system takes too long to display the
new data or if the user must execute a cumbersome command sequence to arrive at her or his
destination, the user’s time will be wasted. System designers should strive to ensure that users can navigate within a view easily and attempt to keep wait times reasonably short.
(See: Working at the User’s Pace)

6.16.1

Pattern

Caching improves performance by replicating data in a location with faster retrieval time. For
example, browsers cache copies of Web pages so users can return to those pages quickly.
Figure 14 shows two components that are used to manage caching. One component holds the
data with fast access as well as an algorithm that is used to update that data. Usually the
cache uses fewer resources than the main data store and so holds a smaller amount of data;
This makes it necessary to have an updating algorithm. If the data in the cache is changed by
the application, there must also be an algorithm for updating the main data store.
Data with Fast
Access Time (Cache)

Data with Slow
Access Time

Key:
Data Flow

Figure 14. Navigation

6.16.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Replication
Data
By replicating data from a device with slow retrieval times and storing it in a high-speed
cache, navigation wait times can be reduced.

6.17

Observing System State

A user may not be presented with the system state data necessary to operate the system (e.g.,
uninformative error messages, no file size given for folders). Alternatively, the system state
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may be presented in a way that violates human tolerances (e.g., is presented too quickly for
people to read. See: Working at the User’s Pace). The system state may also be presented in
an unclear fashion, thereby confusing the user. System designers should account for human
needs and capabilities when deciding what aspects of system state to display and how to present them.
A special case of Observing System State occurs when a user is unable to determine the level
of security for data entered into a system. Such experiences may make the user hesitate to use
the system or avoid it altogether.

6.17.1 Pattern
Two aspects to viewing the system state are making the data available and taking the initiative in presenting the data.
Making the data available
Data that represents the system state should be collected into a component that can make it
accessible to the user. Associated with each data item should be information such as type of
data, a refresh rate (see Working at the User’s Pace), and other attributes of interest. Once the
data has been collected, it can be accessed through commands and specialized applications.
Taking the initiative in presenting data
If the data is to be presented upon user request, then no special architecture mechanism is
needed. If the data is to be presented on the system’s initiative, then a model of the user is
needed in order to decide what circumstances will require the system to take initiative.

6.17.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from Commands
State data is stored in a repository apart from the rest of the system.
Preemptive Scheduling
If data is to be presented on the system’s initiative, a component must occupy a separate
thread to monitor the user’s actions and determine when to present new data or update the
data currently displayed.
Models
Task
If data is to be presented on the system’s initiative, the system can consult a model of the task
to determine what information to present to the user.
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Models
User
If data is to be presented on the system’s initiative, the system can consult a model of the user
to determine what information to present.
Models
System
If data is to be presented on the system’s initiative, the system can consult a model of itself to
determine what information to present.

6.18

Working at the User’s Pace

A system might not accommodate a user’s pace in performing an operation. This may make
the user feel hurried or frustrated. For example, ATMs often beep incessantly when a user
“fails” to insert an envelope in time. Also, Microsoft Word’s scrolling algorithm does not take
system speed into account and becomes unusable on fast systems (the data flies by too
quickly for human comfort). Systems should account for human needs and capabilities when
pacing the stages in an interaction. Systems should also allow users to adjust this pace as
needed.

6.18.1

Pattern

The system maintains a model of itself as well as a model of the user. It uses the model of the
user to determine the correct pace or users expectations. It uses to model of itself to predict
information that will be of interest to the user, such as time remaining to complete a task.
These models should operate on a thread distinct from the main activity thread so the computations and displays associated with pace control can be completed regardless of the state
of the main activity computation.

6.18.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Models
Task
The system can use a model of the task to determine what pace to use for prompting. For example, an ATM should know that if a user has asked to deposit money, it might take her or
him a while to fill and seal the envelope. The system should not beep at the user during this
time.
Models
User
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The system can also use a model of the user to set the pace. For example, novice users may
take longer to perform tasks than experts.
Preemptive Scheduling
The model of the user and model of the task should operate on a thread distinct from the main
activity thread so the computations and displays associated with pace control can be completed and updated regardless of the state of the main activity.

6.19

Predicting Task Duration

A user may want to work on another task while a system completes a long running operation.
For example, an animator may want to leave the office to make copies or to eat while a computer renders frames. If systems do not provide expected task durations, users will be unable
to make informed decisions about what to do while the computer “works.” Thus, systems
should present expected task durations.

6.19.1

Pattern

(See Working at the User’s Pace.)

6.19.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Models
Task
A model of the task can determine what steps are likely to be performed in an operation. The
system then can predict total completion time that spans more than one operation. For example, if users install several parts of an application in sequence, the system can predict a total
install time.
Models
System
A model of the system can be used to determine how much work is left to do and, hence, to
predict completion time (percent complete, etc.).
Preemptive Scheduling
Scheduling is necessary in systems that present progress feedback. One thread is needed for
the progress monitor and one is needed for the activity being monitored.

6.20

Supporting Comprehensive Searching

A user wants to search some files or some aspects of those files for various types of content.
For example, a user may wish to search text for a specific string or all movies for a particular
frame. Search capabilities may be inconsistent across different systems and media, thereby
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limiting the user’s opportunity to work. Systems should allow users to search data in a comprehensive and consistent manner by relevant criteria.

6.20.1 Pattern
The architecture pattern for comprehensive search is shown in Figure 15. It uses a search
registry to satisfy the search requests. Various applications that have searchable information
can register with the search registry. Thus, a file manager might register with the search registry so it can search file names and content. An application requests a search by specifying
the types of information that should be reviewed and the scope of the review, the search manager then delegates the search request to the entities that have registered with it. Results are
sent back to the application that originally requested the search.
Returning information to the application must allow for appropriate feedback to the user. For
example, if the search is for a word in a document, the return should be a reference to that
word rather than the word itself so the user can see the word highlighted within context.

Application Request for
Search

Presentation

Search
Registry

Application that has
Search Capability

Figure 15. Search

6.20.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
The search registry is separated from individual applications and files to allow users to instantiate a search from within any application.
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Indirection
Function
The search registry operates as an intermediary between the applications requesting searches
and the applications executing them.

6.21

Supporting Undo

A user performs an operation, then no longer wants the effect of that operation. For example,
a user may accidentally delete a paragraph in a document and wish to restore it. The system
should allow the user to return to the state before that operation was performed. Furthermore,
it is desirable that the user then be able to undo the prior operation (multi-level undo).

6.21.1

Pattern

Figure 16 shows the key components in implementing an undo capability. Each component
that is involved in an undo sends relevant data to a transaction manager. The data is viewed
as a transaction. That is, data items are grouped together and form an atomic unit. All of the
data has been applied or none of it has been applied. (Transactions can be rolled off and that
is “undo.”)
Using a global transaction manager rather than relying on each component to perform its own
undo has an advantage: the number of steps that can be undone is arbitrary. The only limit is
the amount of storage on the media used for the undo capability. Furthermore, the granularity
of the undo (e.g., are keystrokes undone or commands) is then dependent on the component
rather than on some system-wide decision. That is, suppose the current granularity of the
undo is at the command level and there is a decision made to change it to the keystroke level.
Then all that is necessary is to enter the keystrokes into the transaction manager and the
commands do not need to be modified. The transaction stack will go from just having the
data to undo the commands to having the data to undo the keystrokes.
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“Undoable”
component

Transaction
manager

Key:
Data flow

Figure 16. Undo

6.21.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Recording
The transaction manager must store state information each time an “undoable” command is
executed in order to later “roll back” through one or more previous states.

6.22

Working in an Unfamiliar Context

A user needs to work on a problem in a different context. Discrepancies between this new
context and the one the user is accustomed to may interfere with the ability to work. For example, a clerk in business office A wants to post a payment for a customer of business unit B.
Each business unit has a unique user interface, and the clerk has only used unit A’s previously. The clerk may have trouble adapting to business unit B’s interface (same system, unfamiliar context.) Systems should provide a novice (verbose) interface to offer guidance to
users operating in unfamiliar contexts.

6.22.1

Pattern

This pattern requires maintaining two different interfaces simultaneously for the same system. This is the same pattern described in Supporting Internationalization and Leveraging
Human Knowledge.

6.22.2 Allocation to mechanism hierarchy
Separation
Data from View
The “verbose” and “standard” user interfaces are kept separate from the functional core of the
system to easily switch between them.
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Replication
Commands
Since two user interfaces are offered, commands that are available in both are replicated.
Models
User
The system consults a model of the user to determine which interface to present.

6.23

Verifying Resources

An application may fail to verify that necessary resources exist before beginning an operation. This failure may cause errors to occur unexpectedly during execution. For example,
some versions of Adobe PhotoShop may begin to save a file only to run out of disk space
before completing the operation. Applications should verify that all necessary resources are
available before beginning an operation.

6.23.1

Pattern

This is very similar to “Using Applications Concurrently.” The application must verify that
necessary resources are available from a resource manager and inform the user if sufficient
resources are not available to complete a task.

6.23.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Encapsulation of function
The resource manager is encapsulated apart from the rest of the system.
Models
System
The resource manager must maintain a model of the system to know which resources to verify and to determine a plan of action in the event that needed resources are unavailable.

6.24

Operating Consistently Across Views

A user may become confused by functional deviations between different views of the same
data. Commands that had been available in one view may become unavailable in another or
may require different access methods. For example, users cannot run a spell check in the
Outline View utility found in a mid-90’s version of Microsoft Word. Systems should make
commands available based on the type and content of a user’s data, rather than the current
view of that data, as long as those operations make sense in the current view.
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For example, allowing users to perform operations on individual points in a scatter plot while
viewing the plot at such a magnification that individual points cannot be visually distinguished does not make sense. A naïve user is likely to destroy the underlying data. The system should prevent selection of single points when their density exceeds the resolution of the
screen, and inform the user how to zoom in, access the data in a more detailed view, or otherwise act on single data points.
(See: Providing Good Help and Supporting Visualization)

6.24.1 Pattern
Figure 17 shows the relevant components that enable consistent operation across views. The
data that is being viewed should be separated from the view description. The presentation
maps the data through the description of the user’s requested view. Commands are also separated from the data. This allows the commands to operate on the data without knowing the
view of the data requested by the user.

Presentation

View
Descriptions

Commands

Data to be
Viewed

Key:
Data Flow

Figure 17. Consistent Operation

6.24.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from Commands
In systems in which users select the current view from a toolbar, the view change commands
are separated from the view description.
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Separation
Data from View
When the view description is kept separate from the viewed data, commands that manipulate
the data can be executed without referencing the current view.

6.25

Making Views Accessible

A user may want to see data from another point of view. For example, a user may wish to see
the outline of a long document and the details of the prose. If certain views become unavailable in certain modes of operation, or if switching between views is cumbersome, the user’s
ability to gain insight through multiple perspectives will be constrained.

6.25.1

Pattern

Figure 17 (Consistent Operation) also satisfies this scenario. Switching between views is a
matter of changing the active view description and should be independent of the mode or of
what is currently on the screen.

6.25.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from Commands
In systems where users select the current view from a toolbar, the view change commands are
separated from the view description.
Separation
Data from View
When the view description is kept separate from the viewed data, the system can change
views without referencing the current view.

6.26

Supporting Visualization

A user wishes to see data from a different viewpoint. Systems should provide a reasonable set
of task-related views to enhance users’ ability to gain additional insight while solving problems. For example, Microsoft Word provides several views to help users compose documents, including Outline and Page Layout modes.

6.26.1

Pattern

Figure 17 (Consistent Operation) also satisfies this scenario. Task-related views can be described in the view description and adding views should be an easy set of modifications.
Switching between views then is a matter of changing the active view description and should
be independent of the mode or of what is currently on the screen.
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6.26.2

Allocation to mechanism hierarchy

Separation
Data from Commands
In systems where users select the current view from a toolbar, the view change commands are
separated from the view description.
Separation
Data from View
Each view of the data exists independently from the data itself.
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7 Cross-Referencing Benefits and
Mechanisms

In this chapter, we present a matrix (Figure 18) that puts the mechanism hierarchy on one
axis and the benefit hierarchy on the other. Each cell contains the general usability scenarios
that correspond to the mechanism and benefit hierarchies.
On the one hand, this matrix reproduces the information presented in Sections 4 and 6. On
the other, the matrix provides additional benefits. The software design team can decide which
usability benefits are most valued in a particular project, use the matrix to focus on the general scenarios providing those benefits to see which are applicable to the project, and then
read off the architectural mechanisms necessary to implement those scenarios. The team can
use this information to generate the architecture or to evaluate an existing architecture to see
what usability risks might be inherent in their design. Alternatively, the team could look at the
mechanisms included in a current system design and use the matrix to discover which general
usability scenarios could be implemented using those mechanisms, and which additional usability scenarios could be addressed with only small changes to the architecture. We expect
this matrix to be the vehicle for referencing the work presented here and thereby increase its
utility beyond the linear format of prose and diagrams.
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Increases individual effectiveness

Usability
Benefits
Expedites routine
performance
Architectural
Mechanisms
Separation

Facilitates
learning

Prevents
mistakes

Accommodates
mistakes

4, 13, 20

4, 13, 20

4, 13, 20

9, 14

Tolerates
system
errors

Prevents
system
errors

Data from the
view of that

12, 13, 24,
25

12

12, 13, 22,
24, 25, 26

12, 13, 24

12, 13, 22,
24

12

12

1, 24, 25

5, 17

5, 17, 24, 25,
26

5, 17, 24

1, 5, 17, 24

1, 5, 17

17

1, 2

2

1, 2

1, 2

2, 22

2

Data
Commands
Data
Function

Recording
Preemptive Scheduling
Models

Supports
problemsolving

4, 13, 14, 15,
20, 23

Authoring from
execution

Indirection

Reduces
impact of
slips

Reduces impact of
mistakes

Task
User
System

23

16
2

2

22

7, 11, 14

11

7, 11

6, 14, 20

6, 20

14
20

20

14

6

2

2, 3, 21

3, 8
3

2, 7

2, 3, 21

3, 7, 21

15, 18, 19

3, 5, 17, 18

3, 5, 10, 17

5, 10, 17

5, 17, 19

3, 5, 17

18, 19

5, 17, 18

5, 10, 17

5, 10, 17

5, 17, 19

5, 17

17, 18

12, 18

5, 12, 17, 18

5, 10, 12, 17,
5, 10, 12, 17 5, 12, 17, 22
22

5, 12, 17

12, 17, 18

4, 6, 19, 23

3, 5, 17

3, 4, 5, 6, 17

3, 5, 17

4, 5, 17

4, 5, 17, 19

3

17, 18

6, 23

Figure 18. Benefit and Mechanism Matrix
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Encapsulation
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Data from
commands

Replication
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error-free
portion

Improves non-routine
performance

Reduces impact of
system errors
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8 Further Work

This work is by no means complete. There are a number of activities that remain to be done
to simplify the support of usability at the software architectural design stage of a system.
These activities include
•

validating and extending the list of general usability scenarios. We explicitly limited our
attention to single-user desktop systems. The scenarios should be extended to include
mobile and multi-user environments. Although many of the general scenarios presented
here will still be applicable, these environments will introduce their own additional usability requirements. Furthermore, the scenarios need to be validated in practice. Their
utility still must be determined, although we have used them successfully in several
evaluation and design exercises to date.

•

understanding the effect on other attributes of usability architecture patterns. In order for
an architect to adopt a particular architectural pattern to support usability, the effect of
this pattern on other quality attributes such as performance, modifiability, security and
reliability should be understood. There is ongoing work at the SEI in this area [Bass
2000].

•

understanding the usability impact of architectural mechanisms used to achieve other attributes. For example, what is the usability impact of a firewall? Again, there is ongoing
work at the SEI in this area [Bass 2000].
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